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RIVERSIDE

By Mary Shelton
Just five months before its 2007 report,
is due, the Community Police Review
Commission in Riverside released its
annual report for 2006.
The report which has yet to be orally
presented to the city council was delayed
months during the turmoil that shook the
seven-year old commission since it
issued its sustained finding on the fatal
officer-involved shooting of Summer
Marie Lane nearly two years ago.
Since that date, the commission has
undergone many changes and has lost its
executive manager, Pedro Payne and five
commissioners to resignations. Two
months ago, the city manager's office
hired former Pomona Police Department
Commander Kevin Rogan to be its new
executive manager.
The ~thnic and racial breakdown of
who files complaints is similar to that in
previo11s years.
African-Americans still are the most
disproportionately represented, filing at
least 22 percent of all complaints, even
though they comprise about 7 percent of
the city's population. Whites file 40 percent of the complaints, Latinos, 15 percent and Asian-Americans, 4 percent.
About 4 percent of complainants designated as "other" and 15 percent of complaints were filed by people of unknown
ethnic or racial origin.
'.The commission itself consists of one
African-American, one Latino and seven
White members.
Complaints are on average taking
months longer to investigate than the
department's guidelines recommend,
according to the report. The department's
policy states that serious complaints
including excessive force allegations
should complete their investigations in
60 days while those involving less serious allegations should take 30 days.
However, the average length of time it
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By Chris Levister

Their faces and stories etched in
portraits of disaster Black fire evacuees quietly began their long journey
home, Sunday. Some found their
mountain homes, pets and possessions

,,

as they left them. Othe~s remain in
local shelters overwhelmed by their
loss .
Regina Hayes was consoled by San
Bernardino City Councilman Rilcke
Van Johnson Thursday as she sat on a
bright green military cot at the
National Orange Show (NOS)
Disaster Relief Center. Her Lake

.

Arrowhead home a mound of ashes
and rubble destroyed by the ferocious
Grass Valley Fire that raced through
her neighborhood chewing up 170
homes and businesses.
"I'm kind of dumbfounded wondering what to do next - It hasn't completely sunk in. There'~ j ust a lot to
See FIRE, Page A-6

Keyshe Jones and her family evacuated their Running Springs home
as the Slide Fire approached.

We Were Spared

Fire Da01ages Levister's Ho01e, Neighbor's In Ruin

took the department to investigate a com-

plaint is 128 days, with monthly averages
ranging from 72 to 475 days. About 86
percent of all complaints complete the
_process with the remainder being administratively closed.
The majority of allegations listed in
complaints filed in 2006 involved violations of departmental policies followed
· ~ those alleging discourtesy by an offieer. Of those sustained, most of them
~ ere included in these two categories as
tell.
• The majority of the more serious allegations received not sustained findings
irom the CPRC with a 75 percent not sus(ained rate for excessive force allegations
and rates of higher than ·80 percent for
;riminal conduct, discrimination and
hl!fllssment allegatio~ . A complaint
received a finding of not sustained when
there was not enough information from
the investigation to prove or disprove the
allegation.
'
Most of the other categories did not
renect this trend with not sustained rates
lower than 50 percent.
The number of complaints rose in
2006, but the number of allegations
decreased froin statistics collected in
2005.
Allegations in most categories
decreased although due to a reclassification of complaint categories, it was not
possible to make comparisons between
this year and previous ones for some
types of misconduct allegations. In some
categories, the number of allegations
went up.
Complaints involving discrimination
and harassment sharply increased and
came in at its highest number since the
CPRC first heard complaints in 200 I .
Even as certain types of allegations
increased, the sustain rate fell dramatically during 2006, cutting itself almost in
half.
Last year, the commission ·sustained
8.~ percent of all allegations. That was
higher than the sustain rate of the department, which was 5 percent. The city manager's office which makes the final decision on the outcome of citizen complaint
registered an even lower sustain rate of
4.6 percent.
The national average for sustained
rates involving complaints filed at law
enforcement agencies is about 15 percent, with only about 8 percent of excessive force complaints being sustained.
The CPRC has only sustained about two
allegations of excessive force since 200 I
and none of those were last year and it's
ul)]cnown what the department's 'statistics
are on its own findings because the City
Attorney's office does not allow this
information to be released to the public.
Written requests for this information
have been denied by the city attorney's
office even though other cities in .
California provide the same statistical
i_!lformation to the public upon request.
See CPRC, Page A-4

Dr. Ernest Levister and his wife Chris ponder the pile of rubble and ash that Is left of their neighbor's home In Lake Arrowhead. The fire came within feet of the Levlster's home leavlng
minor damage.

Dr.-Ernie and Chris Levister learned to appreciate life , looking
at the smoldering ruins of their next door neighbor's Lake

Arrowhead home. Chris found out it was okay to cry. And Ernie
talces nothing for granted anymore, especially his life.
"We dodged the buJlet," says the longtime BVN Health
Columnist Dr. Levister. "You can look out and see paradise one
day," Levister says. "The next, you can be sifting through ruins."
The Levister's were among the lucky ones. Their home was
damaged but miraculously withstood the wind-driven Grass Valley
Fire. Last week thick black smoke and ferocious flames sent resi-

dents fleeing and within hours consumed nearly 150 homes and
businesses.
.
On Tuesday the couple returned home with a fire department
escort to what is now a heavily guarded enclave of blackened hillsides, scorched pines, downed power lines, buckled pavement and
towering piles of smoldering debris.
"We were told secure the house, take a few possessions and
leave," said Chris a lawyer and BVN news reporter.
" I am awestruck by how Mother Nature chooses her victims. All
around us people sifting through what's left - memories etched in

ash. We're counting our blessings. We were spared," she said.
The longtime mountain resident~ say there is hope amid the
ashes . They plan to thank the hundreds of fighters who worked to
save their tranquil 'paradise'.
"The 'patient' is sick. We're thankful, resilient and have no plans
to leave the mountain. Everyone will pull together and come back
healthier," said Dr. Levister
The couple is staying in Riverside while crews restore water,
power and other essential services.

PRAISE FOR RESPONSE

handwritten note inscribed with two
words: Thank you!
"We were treated like family" said
Mr. Kimball.
If there is a bright spot in the winddriven fire storm that raced across
southern California last week it might
be in the hearts and minds of evacuees
sunrise October 22.
"Bye Bye," they said to a knot of . like the Kimball's.
Monday morning the sprawling fairRed Cross Volunteers standing in the
cavernous Dumas dome at the grounds· were abruptly transformed
National Orange Show Fairgrounds in into a home away from home for thouSan Bernardino. "We're going home." sands of local mountain residents
The couple held back te~. and chased out by the Grass Valley Fire
hugged the volunteers. Along with the near Lake Arrowhead and the Slide
memories they left behind was a

Governor Promises
"Follow r hough"
The Black Voice Ne,ws
SAN BERNARDINO COUNTY

By Chris ~vister

Sunday morning Adam and Melissa
Kimball leaned over the green military cots they've called home since the
raging Grass Valley 'Fire drove them
from their Lake Arrowhead home at

See GOVERNOR,' Page A-4

Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger visits evacuees from the Grass
Valley and Slide Fires. Assemblymember Wilmer Amina Carter (I)

Congressman Jerry Lewis (rear) and SB County Supervisor Josie
Gonzales were also on hand.

WCBPA Choses New Officers at 23rd Annual Conference
The Black Y0ice Mews
LOS ANGELES

By Ruthie Hopkins

The Pasadena Journal
The West Coast Black Publishers
elected Pasadena/San Gabriel Valley
Journal co-publisher, Attorney. Joe C.
Hopkins, as their new president at its
23rd Annual Conference held in Los
Angeles last week. Arizona Informant
Publisher and State·Legislator, Cloves
Campbell Jr., will serve as the First
Vice President; out-going President,
Les Kimber, publisher of the
California Advocate in ·Fresno, Calif.,
will serve as Second Vice President;
Eleanor Boswell-Raine of The
Oakland Globe newspaper, was, elected to serve as Secretary; and Hardy·
Brown, co-publisher with his wife,
Cheryl Brown, of the Riverside Black

E-Mail to: pressrelease@blackvoicenews.com

Voice News will continue as
Treasurer. Hardy Brown is also the
founping president of the California
Black Media Association.
The West Coast Black Publishers
Association (WCBPA) was formed in
1971 as a trade association with a mission to advance the cause of the Black
Press in the Western United States and
to provide regional and national corporate advertisers with a vehicle for
the effective marketing of their products and-services to the Black community. The organization is comprised of
24 African American-owned newspapers from the six western states and
includes
Arizona,
California,
Colorado, Nevada, Oregon, and
Washington.
This year's event included special
guests Assemblymember and former
Lieutenant
Governor,
Mervyn

NEW OFFICERS: (I-r) 1st Vice President Cloves Campbell, President Joseph Hopkins, 2nd Vice President Les Kimber, Secretary
Eleanor Boswell-Raine, and Treasurer Hardy Brown

See WCBPA, Page A-6
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Riverside Wants Your Help in
Spending Millions
Riverside officials are looking for your ideas on spending
money.
The mayor and city council need your ideas and input on
how to spend $3.5 million dollars of Community
Development Block Grant (CDBG) money they will get
from the federal government. The U. S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development re-allocates this money
back into local government to help people ease the pain of
living below the poverty level. Now before you say, ''they
don't want my input," read this. I had thoughts along those
same line before I met
with
Mayor
Ron
Loveridge and City
Manager Brad ·Hudson,
earlier this year. In those
separate meetings they
expressed the policy of
the city and their own
personal commitment to
make sure this city not only talks about inclusion but practices inclusion. I can say I have witnessed their outreach
efforts to include the Black community in the participation
of city government. Are they where I want them to be? No,
but they are making greater effort to include everyone, and
•this is another example. The city must follow a plan that
•~nvolves community participation in order to receive the
money from HUD. So get your thoughts together and let
them hear from you.
; Rev. Gantt of Second Baptist, Rev. L.E. Campbell of
:Park Ave. Baptist, Rev. Julio Andujo of Amos Temple, Rev.
Munford of New Joy and other leaders, let your voices be
!beard. Inform the city on how and where $3.5 million
.should be spent in the city. They have scheduled meetings
;f or.November 7th at Bryant Park Community Center, 7950
•P hilbin St.; Nov.14th at Villegas Park Center, 7260
'
;Marguerita
Ave; N4?v, 19th at Hunt Park Community
:center, 4015 Jackson St.; Nov. 28th Stratton Community
Center at Bordwell Park 2008 Martin Luther King Blvd.;
;Nov. 29th at the Main Library downtown 3581 Mission Inn
'.Ave.; Dec. 3rd at Janet Goeske Senior Center 5257 Sierra
:St.; and Dec. 5th at La Sierra Library, 4600 La Sierra Ave.
meetings will take place at 6:30 p.m.

t\11

Arrowhead Country Club
Gives Honorary Membership to

Jim Penman

We all learned recently that the Arrowhead Country
:Club issued a Honorary Membership to San Bernardino
:City Attorney Jim Penman. Now the city attorney's annual
:s alary is well over $100,000 per year, enough for him to
.l landle the $2,000 to $4,000 per year membership fee they
)'equire. In one report Penman shares half of the $300 dol,ar fee with his wife Judi Penman who is on the school ·
l>oard and executive director of the Chamber of
:Commerce. Penman says he has done nothing wrong and
•
)nay not have, but the free gift makes one wonder why it
.was given. Ope of the many questions I have of the country
~lub is how many honorary memberships have they offered
-:to other public officials such as Danny Tillman, school
:;board member Rikke Van Johnson, city council member;
.would they qualify? I know I was never offered a member.,ship while serving on the Board of Education, even though
;I have many friends who are members of the club and my
etirement party from the school board was held there. I
how that there are many parents of the club whose chil-11ren attend schools in the district and who do business in
:the city, so the interest would be there. So, I would like for
lhe Country Club to offer to us what the criteria is for this
_ •free honorary membership.
: Now Penman said he does not use the golf course, tennis
,courts, skeet shooting range and other amenities, but the
!membership allows him access to the dining room only.
: Whether Penman did anything wrong or the Arrowhead
:Country club gives out free honorary memberships to
~elect elites of the community, it does not pass the smell test ·
10f ethical partnership.

'

MoVal Should Consult with Faith.
·Leaders
• The City of Moreno Valley approved an ordinance
•october 9th that would ban the establishing of churches in
!certain parts of the city. They later postponed that decision
~w.hen people from local churches protested the decision.
Zl'he.council is expected to reconsider the law on Nov.13th
11ccording to an article published in the Press Ente.rprise.
s of right now churches are being established anywhere
;people can get a unoccupied building. I can understand
!what the city is trying to do but they would be wise to get
1he input from the people of faith in the city on this issue.
• I am urging the pastors and church leaders to meet with
't he mayor and council to discuss their concerns before the
,;final decision is made.
This coming Tuesday November 6th is Election Day and I
wm encouraging all of those eligible and registered to vote to
)lease do so. Much has been given for this privilege and
.many are still fighting to keep that privilege. We have given
· 'lou our recommendations so the rest is up to you.
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Alzheimer's Disease

JfH
.

toms to look for include memory loss,
difficulty perfonning tasks, problems
with language-, problems with abstract
Growing old gracefully is easier said
thinking or loss of initiative, according
than done - the mirror can betray the
fact that we may feel 10 years younger
to the Alzheimer's. Association. If you
think you or a loved one are experiencon the inside. But with the laugh lines
ing symptoms of Alzheimer's related
comes the wisdom and the ability to
dementia, it's very important to seek
look back fondly on a life well-lived.
We dream about our golden years as a
medical advice. An early diagnosis is so
important because it eliminates' uncertime to be with our families and enjoy
our favorite pastimes, like golfing or
tainty and also gives you a better
chance at benefiting from treatment.
gardening. But for the more than 5 milDiagnosing this disease can be difficult,
lion people living with Alzheimer's disease and their families, the reality is far
but researcher~ at Stanford University
have recently developed a single blood
different.
test that, according to preliminary studAccording to the National Institutes
Larry Lucas
of Health (NIH), Alzheimer's disease is
• ies, is able to identify patients with
the most common fonn of dementia
Alzheimer's disease is a particularly Alzheimer's disease and may even preamong older people - and I believe it. serious issue for the African American dict the likelihooo of developing the
Every day it seems I hear about another community. A recent article in the diseases.
person who is experiencing the impact Houston Chronicle r~ports that
. There i life after diagno is, in the
of Alzheimer's. It is a condition that Alzheimer's occurs among Blacks at a early stages. Plan now for the future;
gets worse over time, and it is fate!. Just- much higher rate than among whites - your family can honor your wishes
last year my own mother-in-law died from 14 percent to 100 percent higher. when it becomes too difficult to live
from the disease. Alzheimer's destroys According to the Alzheimer's independently. To help maintain your or
brain cells, causing problems with Assoc_iation, some of the possible rea- a loved one's independence, ihe
memory, thinking and behavior severe . sons are that African American's have Alzheimer's Association re·commends
enough to affect work, lifelong hobbies higher rat.es of blood pressure and dia- you take certain steps, like get help with
or social life, according to the betes, all risk factors for Alzheimer's.
daily tasks, use memory aids like labels
Alzheimer's Association. To put it simand
lists, stay active and take your medIt's important to recognize the differply, Alzheimer's disease isn't about for- ence between nonnal age-related mem- icines as prescribed.
getting an acquaintance's name; it's for- ory changes and possible warning signs
Just over 10 years ago, there were no
getting your wife's name .
treatments
for Alzheimer's disease.
of Alzheimer's disease. Some sympDear Editor

1.J

,.I
•

Today, howev.er, because ofa~vilJlces iy
phannaceutical research, thereiare,med,
icines available to treat this cruel dis.- ·
ease and help slow its symptdms.'These
medicines have improved the qualhy of
life for many patients and the-loved
one~ who 'care for them. And new medicines are being studied that offer tlie
hope that one day Alzheimer's disea~~
will be a treatable or preventa~<;1:on4i;
tion not to be feared as it is no_-.y. ~!) fac;•,
a new survey by the PhaflN)CeuticaJ
Research and Manufactureins~ of
America (PhRMA) revealed,.27, new
medicines in development -' for
J .,
Alzheimer's disease.

If you or a loved one has been diag'nosed with Alzheimer's, you may fin~
your dreams for retirement taking a dffferent path . But know that it is possibl~
to live; with Alzheimer's in the early
stages if you make simple adjustments,
.take your medlci.nes as..pn:.scribed, fQJ,,
low safety precautions and have tJti
support of others.
::

·.

j;,

Larry Lucas is a vice president
Pharmaceutical
Research
a,;a
Manufacturers ofAmerica (PhRMA). ::

:
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Mayor Morris is Seeks Applicants for Youth Advisory Commission
Mayor Patrick J. Morris invites all creating positive social change, and to
youth in the City of San Bernardino to serve in an advisory capacity· to the
apply for 2 mayoral appointments Mayor and Common Council and other
available to the City of San Bernardino Commissions on topics relating to the
Youth Advisory Commission.
needs and priorities for youth in the
"I have the privilege of appointing community.
two energized and engaged youth to
Mayoral appoi ntments require the
this very important commission," said completion of a Youth Commission
Mayor Patrick J. Morris. "It is impor- Application and an essay outlining the
tant that applicants be excited about reasons why they would like .to be ·contheir cit~ and the opportunities that can sidered for the Youth Commission. For
be created for young people in our com- an application for a Mayoral appointmunity. This is an opportunity to get ment to the Youth Advisory
involved and to be a partner in shaping Commission please contact the Mayor's
the future of San Bernardino."
• Office at 909-384-5133. Applications
The purpose of the Youth Advisory and related materials must be received
Commission is to involve young people by the Maydr's Office nl'> later than
in local governance, to engage youth in November 26, 2007.

National Black Out Day, Friday,
November 2, 2007
On Friday, November 2, 2007,
Warren Ballentine, Reverend Al
Sharpton and other civil rights leaders
are calling for a national boycott.
Black people alone spend 2 billion dollars a day in the United States and we
are only approximately 12% of the
population. 2 billion dollars a day, lining the pockets of companies that have
shown no interest in our interests. We
ARE living in the new civil rights
movement. We cannot allow the march
in Jena to be only an event.
It MUST be a movement. In the
1950s, the bus boycott was only supposed to be for a few days or weeks . It
ended up being over a year. The goal
was for fair treatment and bus integration . Our parents and grandparents
sacrificed and showed that with faith
and strength, they could show corporate America the power of the community and demanded fair treatment. As
we know, those buses were integrated.
CORRECTION:
In last week's BVN, we incorrectly identified Rialto Police
Chief Mark Kling .

This is not about color. This is about
class. The middle class and poor people
in this country are not. treated as the
Declaration of lndependence says we
should be tr,eated. It states that "all men
are created equal". Clearly the governing class of the United States disagrees
with their document.
Join us on Friday, November 2, 2007
and don't spend ANY money. If you.
have to shop, do it the day before or the
day after. If you need gas, get it the
day before or the day after. We have to
join together as a community. You
may be thinking, it's only one day, what
difference will it make? I had the same
thought at first, but just think about it.
If we all save our money that day, it
WILL make a difference. That day .
may becom~ a weekend. That weekend
may become a week and that week a
month. As we showed in the 1950s, we
can make a difference if we do this
together.

"It is not only young people who gain
more from an experience when they are
actively involved," explained Mayor
Morris, "the entire community benefits
from their engagement. Better program
can be designed, new and innovative
ideas are brought to the table and the
new civic leaders of our community are
nurtured and ·developed through commissions like this one."
The Parks, Recreatioo . and

be the lead City agency for the ad~i •
istration of the Youth Commissio.
Recreation Superintendent, Curti~
Brown, Jr., has been assigned as th
departmental contact. Should you ha~
any questions about the activities ai{4
requirements of the Commission plea~
contact Mr. Brown.at (909) 384-5130°

The Black Voice News·
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Gear-Shifts Of Work
hA.

,n

,FA.C.S.

nhealthy Air
The thick black smoke and ash
Ji,at enveloped Southern California
most of last week has eased thanks
tp cool moist winds and a hand
'from above. But don't let what you
can't see fool you.
• The smoke pushed fine particle
J!Ollution, products of combustion
to include a mixture of plastics and
house contents a known health
tiazard, to its highest levels of the
y,ear last week. This mixed with
typical urban smog and now
coastal winds are blowing that
mixture that hovered over the
ocean back into the Inland area. It's
a lethal cocktail.
The particles that are virtually
invisible to the eye impact Our
Body. Last week hundreds of peoP,le sought medical help for breathing problems. Many Inland hospitals and doctors reported increases
in. the number of people treated for
air way irritation and exacerbation
of asthma and other chronic lung
conditions such as emphysema.
While local schools have
.reopened and it is okay for children
to go outside there is still danger
lurking in the air. Elderly people,
children, heavy smokers and people with heart or lung conditions
particularly should limit vigorous
oxertion and drink plenty of water.
The next few days may be a good
time to pull out the video game or
nuggle up with a good book.
Health studies have linked fine
particle pollution to heart attacks,
cancer, early deaths and with
chronic exposure, stunted lung
aevelopment in young children.
Short term exposure can cause
itchy watery eyes, skin irritation,
coughs-, sore throats, sinuses problems and transient wheezing.
• Use common sense. Protect
yourself; use a particle mask like
tJ:ie surgeons. Even if the flames
,are out in your area, smoldering
frres and ash still pose danger to
_your health and wellbeing.

..

As a beginning teenage car driver I
learned that Low gear, the most powerful
gear, is for the difficult job of getting the
car started and for beavy puiling; Second
gear, for picking up more speed; High
gear, for normal driving; and Reverse
gear, for going backwards. Similarly,
apart from reasonable work .not being
available, most people work in first or second gear. First gear is the "working poor"
doing thankless hard work and without
job promotions or job pleasure. They are

"the last hired and first fired". Many are
masochistic "Make Do" people with
Enslaved Minds who will always struggle.
Second gear is done by "work to live"
people who are told what to do. The job
pays just enough money to allow for reasonable survival for the family and that
seems good enough for them. Since most
are not motivated to "save for a rainy
day," they spend much time sleeping late;
working only from 8:00 am to 5:00 pmwith a need to take "breaks"; "chilling
out" with friends, and taking days off
wherever the opportunity· arises. Third
gear workers straddle "Being" and
"Doing." To "Be" means working just
hard enough to take care of creature comforts-e.g. an acceptable home in an
acceptable environment; sporadically din- ·
ing out, or buying an expensive televisionand with a hazy attitude of wanting to "be

somebody." Although they "Do" work
properly, it is usually at a level below their
capabilities or Purpose in life.
Fourth gear is inside the world of
"Doing" good work as a means to a
greater goal in life. "Working Sl)lart" is
doing whatever in order to open up opportunities to bigger and better thing~. Thus,
you work with a sense of urgency to finish
your job and help others do their jobs so·as
to learn all you can. You figure out things
that need to he done; give it a great deal of
thought; and then do an excellent job.
Since work provides pleasure and satisfaction, there is no desire to sleep late .and
take frequent breaks or vacations. Being
invaluable to the company is insurance
against being fired. Fiftl} gear is work
dedicated to reaching your destination in
life by "Doing" for and relying on yourself. You are determined to go straight

have an appreciation for being able to
work and that enables you to generate fun
out of hard work. Leaming, organizing,
following the truth wherever it leads, and
constantly creating are as exciting as any
wholesome thing. However, by being
totally focused on your mission means
practically every other aspect of life gets
inadequate or no attention-and that makes
for some problems. But the effects of
those problems are wiped out by the
rewards of your creative and productive
work. Being comfortable working in Sixth
gear is a skill transferable into every
aspect of your life where serious work is
needed-and it guarantees Success!

ahead and not allow anybody or anything
to stop you. You are a self-starter, thinking
about every little thing you do, and paying
great attention to detail. Constantly thinking allows you to stay on top of things that
suddenly pop up. You creatively take
advantage of the smallest opportunity by
following leads others would overlook.
_You do more work than play; do things
well; and .work with a·sense of urgency.
Sixth gear is a total dedication to
"Win-Win" or to Selfless Service whereby
working to make the lives of others better
can approach 24n (24 hours a dayn days
a week), Working for yourself and forothers can not be distinguished. It must be
done by Working Smart (getting the
biggest return for the work done)--with
eagerness and with a sense of urgency.
This requires perfectin·g skillful ways to
effectively use parts of seconds. You

website: www.jablifeskills.com
,Joseph A. Bailey, II, MD.

H_elp To Oust Or Improve Negative Influences A'i:ld Role Models

Richard 0.

JONES
For better or worse, celebrities are
role models. Society chooses who are to
be celebrities; therefore, society chooses role models. Often the lifestyle of a
Black character on television or in the
movies helps shape the direction of
Black society. Denzel Washington is
currently portraying a real life Black
gangster in the movie American
Gangster. Gangsters portrayed on the
big screen ultimately become role models for criminal-minded individuals. I
will not pay my money to see the
movie, although I will wait until it is
shown on television so I can see it free.
If we all do this, we can drive down an
explosion of Black films _where Blackon-Black crime is glorified.
Research has shown that 85 - 95% of
the young African American men incarcerated (between 18 - 30 years old)
have similar role models (gangsta rap &
hip-hop, movies, and/or sports celebrities) whereas only 5 " 10% African
American men of similar age in a graduate program at a university share the

same choices of role models as those
incarcerated. Copying negative role
models is a huge problem in the Black
community. Many Black male graduate
students admire renown Black scientists, engineers, and businessmen such
as Earl Gilbert Graves, Sr., of "Black
Enterprise Magazine," and CEOs of
major corporations such as Dick
Parsons, of AOL, Stanley O'Neal, ,of
Merrill Lynch, or Kenneth Chenault, of
American Express; while, ironically
most incarcerated young Black males
would co1,1sider them sellouts. The way
many young Black males dress indicates who inspires them most.
What would be the impact if everyone tired of Black-on-Black crime waited for the TV airing of American
Gangster? I'd rather see the movie studio lose money than see more Black
parents lose children. Though we're
only 12% of the population in America,
prison is almost 47% Black, which is a
lot of role model potential, if this movie
is a blockbuster. Gangster movies and
gangster rap images are irresistible
temptation to young Black males looking for a hero. It's no wonder that in all
negative statistics, such as prison population and school dropout rates, Blacks
are the leaders. Wealth and fame seldom brings class or changes a selfish
heart and corrupt mind.
An email crusade can slow, stop, or

perhaps reverse our downward spiral
towards becoming a permanent underclass. We must hold role models
accountable because their actions often
affect social standards. Celebrities are
given the power of influence and should
be required to act responsibly and
should not glorify thug life and/or set
poor examples. The Bible says in Luke
12:48 (KJV) For unto whomsoever
much is given, of him shall be much
required ...
All socially conscious people concerned about the negative stronghold
certain celebrities have on society
should stop contributing to their wealth.
After a celebrity is arrested and found
guilty of any felony crime or act in a
vile manner publicly, they should no
longer be allowed to influence our
young Black men. What do you think of
role models promoting the N word?
For instance, Rapper Nas has a new
album about to be released with the N
word in its title. Nas and the company
that produced the album should be boycotted. If we did this, other rappers
would not be so apathetic. Nas is confident that mature people will do nothing
but grumble, while shortsighted young
people will hip-hop all the way to the
music store. Nas realizes that there are
thousands of parents, commnnity
activists, educators, clergy, and morally
sound Black adults trying to discourage

the use of the N word. Nas might be
ignorant to the power of bis o~n negative influence; therefore, we must send
him a wake-up call. We must not allow
negative role models to decrease the
potential of. success to gullible minds
and future generations.
If just the families that loss a loved
one to Black-on Black crime, have a
loved one hooked on drugs, dropped

ff

out of school, or serving prison time
speak out against every negative role
model influence, statistics on every
level would slowly begin to turn in our
favor. Let's silently protest by keeping
your dollars in your pocket. Email others for additional support.

Email: richardojonesl@verizan.net

You may be eligible to be a...

f

We have a propam just for you!
• Cl-IOA-California Housing

.. o,,,,,:tumty Agency •
• First -Trme Homebuyers New am(&isting Homes auailable
• Cal HFA Homeaumership program
• CHOA Lease Purchase Progtam
widmonth option to purchase
• 30iYear fifed. interest rate
• Clo~ CO$t can be financed

Re-Elect Rikke Van Johnson
to 6th Wqrd City Council
"What the city needs -at this time is
cou~cil m~mbers who are .i ndependent
but work together for th.e common
good of th·e city.· Let us vote together
and elect Rikke Van Johnson
as 6th Ward city council.
11

I

Black Voice News, Sept 20, 2007
•

Join the Black Voice News, State Senator Gloria Negrete McLeod,
Mayor Patrick Morris, and Supervisor Josie Gonzoles in supporting
Rikke Van Johnson for re-election!
~

Vote.Tuesday Nov ·6th!.
Paid for

by Vote

Hope and not authorized by any candidate or candidate's committee*

www.VoteHope2008.org
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CPRC
Continued from front Pag_e

The percentage of allegations that
received unfounded findings varied greatly
depending on which agency was making
the findings.
The CPRC decided that 32 percent of the
'allegations were unfounded while
unfounded findings were assigned by the
police department to 76 percent of all the
allegations
it
investigated.
The city managers record for unfounded
findings was in the middle of these two figures at 62 percent.
The cr·Rc also has a much higher per-

GOVERNOR
Continued from Front Page

Fire near Running Springs.
Sunday mandatory evacuations
were lifted in the non-burned areas,
the Kimball's and other evacuees were
given the green light to return home
with a promise from Gov. Arnold
Schwarzenegger.
"State and local
governments will not leave you
behind."
Days before the center took on a red
carpet like atmosphere when the governor who many called the 'terminator'
toured the area's largest evacuation
center kissing babies, signing autographs and taking time to talk with
children and parents.
"Are you getting enough to eat?" he
asked Michelle Hayes whose home
burned in the Green Valley Lake
blaze. "It's dramatic to lose your home
or be evacuated. l want you to have a
place to stay - get a hot shower some
food and be treated well and the
babies have their formula and diapers,
Schwarzenegger told the admiring
crowd. "I talked to several people who
say they've gained IO pounds since
they came here. Maybe we're feeding
you too much." said the governor to
roaring applause.
"It's not the Katrina response we
feared," said Haynes one of a small
number of African Americans who
took shelter at NOS . "We were expecting history to repeat itself.
lt was clean, efficient and the people
were nice. We got the treatment we
deserved," Haynes said.
The lock step local an4 tale
response was a stark contrast to the
New Orleans disaster, as the center
ramped up to shelter, feed and nunure
more then 3,000 registered aid recipients: At its peak the center provided
eme;gency services to as many as
4,000 evacuees.

Thursday, November 1, 2007·
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centage of complaints which are not sustained and those which receive exonerated
findings than either the police department
or the city manager reported.
A trend tracked by the CPRC in its annual report is how many officers have
received multiple complaint allegations.
Currently, about 14 officers or about4 percent of the department's officers have
received multiple allegations with half
1eceiving at least one sustained allegation.
1\vo officers have received five or more
alleg!ltions with at least one sustained allegation.
Other trends in the annual reports mirror
those recorded in previous ones leaving the
text virtually unchanged, though there have
been some improvements in several areas.

Patrol officers are required under departmental policy to activate their audio
recorders in professional contacts that they
initiate. Full compliance is elusive even
after five years but the department has
taken an active role in enforcing this policy when violations occur.
Many of the problematic trends involve
how the department conducts its investigations involving incustody deaths and citizen complaints.
·
Tl)e department's policies and procedures including departmental policies 4.8,
4.12 and the department's conduct and performance manual for administrative investigations mandate certain requirements in
areas where the department still has problems, including how interviews with wit-

nesses and officers are conducted and
whether the internal affairs division is conducting its incustody death investigations
as required by departmental policy.
The stipulated judgment between the
department and the State Atiorney
General's office also required the department to conduct unbiased, thorough and
timely investigations, but it's clear if the
CPRC's trends are correct representations
of reality that more work needs [O be done
in this area.
One noted trend which has been in quite
a few annual reports now stated that the
administrative investigators, be they \nternal affairs sergeants or field sergeants,
should ask questions that "elicit facts and
opinions and not desired responses' which

The governor praised local disaster
efforts here and across the fire ravage~
Southern California calling California
a " model state" in terms of mobilizing
an unprecedented bank of resources.
Signing the jacket of U.S. Forest
Service firefighter Bobby Vega the
governor told evacuees, "We have the
bravest, most talented, toughest fire-.
fighters in the world."
Local and state leaders including
supervisors Paul Baine, Dennis
Hansberger, and Josie Gonzales
announced a "one stop shop" resou~ce
center on the fairgrounds. 1
"I just want a hot shower and a clean
shirt," Pedro Rodriguez told Baine.
Baine, County Board of Supervisors
chairman, said the new Fire
Emergency Local Assistance Center
will remain open for several days after
the last evacuees have gone home
serving as a command post and
resource for a host of services including insurance claims and temporary
housing assistance.
SB
Mayor
Patrick
Morris
announced countless businesses and
private citizens have pledged hundreds of thousands of dollars in cash,
food, water, lodging cell phone and
medical services for firefighters and
evacuees. He said neighboring
Riverside along with several tribes
have also pledged large financial
donations.
After evacuation orders are lifted
donated supplies· including toiletries
and clothing will be available to evacuees through local charities.
"Our job won't end when you go
home," said Assemblymember Wilma
Amina Carter. "We're here for the long
haul."
"The cooperation has been impressive. Everyone put aside their differences and stepped to the plate. This is
a watershed moment for the Inland
Empire," said Councilman Rikke Van
Johnson .
"The most important thing we can

do for you now is to hold ·your hand
when you need us most," said
Schwarzenegger. "You h_ave my per-

sonal commitment - the state of
California will complete this miS$iOn We will follow through."

are referred to as leading questions.
Even though the department's performance manual lists some "common pitfalls"
which ,include "leading questions" , fai lure
to interview all witnesses and "refreshing a
witness' memory' which are to be avoided,
these problems were noted in this latest
annual report as they have been in previous
editions.
The commission also noted that complai nt imerviews had been seen during
investigations reviewed by it where witnesses' credibility are questioned and not
the officer '.

An area of investigation where tt;
department impl°ved was that there were
not as many cases where supervisors were
assigned to investigate complaints th;
were involved in as in the past. The com•
mission urged the department to "ta]{ •
those steps necessary to ensure the complete elimination of complaint investigations by supervisors involved in the com- ,
plained-of incidents".
The annual report will be available at the
CPRC office 'on the Sixth Floor of City
Hall
and
on line
at
hnp://www.riversideca.gov/cprc.

Mayor Patrick J. Morris
Former Mayor Judith Valles
Former Mayor W.R. "Bob" Holcomb
Hod Carriers and Laborers Local 783
Former Chief of Police Ben Gonzales '(Retired)
Former Chief of Police Dan Robbins (Retired)
Former Chief of Police B. Warren Cocke (Retired)
Former City Clerk/City Administrator Shauna Clark
Former City Administrator Jerry T. Winstead (Retired)
Former Councilman Frank Schnetz
Former Councilwoman Norine Miller
Former Councilman· Norris P. Gregory, Jr.
Former Councilwoman Susan Lien Longville
Former Councilman Jack Reilly
Former Councilman Jack Strickler
(Partial Listing)
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• Watch thousands of shows
+ movies On Demand - many are FREE
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channels
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Get Faster, Reliable Service!
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for the living God. When can I go and
' meet with God?" (vv.1-2)
- Elisa Morgan & Carol
Kuykendall

Juanita

BARNES
Resources For
Maximizing Your
Conference Experience
You .already know how important net•
working is to your business, and your calendar
has been populated with several events per
month. It's time to make sure that all that .
money and time you have invested is put to
good use. Here are some resources to help you
maximize your conference experience.

TRAVEL
These resources help you find good deals
on your travel needs.
· For organizing and planning your travels.
I recommend using Google Calendar
<http://www.google.com/calendar/> along
with
either
Google
Notebook
<http://www.google.com/notebook>
or
BackPack
<bltp://http://backpackit.com/?referrer=BPBL
S27>, but any calendar and word processor
application will do.
PROMOTIONAL ITEMS
Consider some light weight promotional
items to carry with you. You can give these to
people you network with or leave them at
strategic locations throughout the venue.
Depending on the dress code and venue,
wear company branded shirts along with other
branded items such as, backpacks, ·mouse
pads, hats, etc ...
Don't forget to add business cards to your
travel checklist.
CREATING BUZZ
Publicize prior to the event on your website and blog. Update your blog during and
after the event to drnw people looking for
more information about the event.
Send out a newsletter to your key clients
with a summary of valuable information
learned at the event.
NETWORKING STRATEGIES
Read How to Win Friends & Influence
People at least twice and listen to the audio
~ersion while in transit.
Before the event, identify who you want to
meet and create an agenda for each person you
identified. Read up on the background of each
personyou plan to meet and their ·company. If
possible, make contact prior to the event and
look for ways to help that person or their company.
Keep a pen handy to write key facts on the
)jack of business cards you obtain to serve as
reminders later.
FOLLOW UP
Invest in a business card scanner and make
sure that you schedule a follow up task for
each person. I suggest you check out HighRise
<http://www.highrisehq.com/> for that purpose.

"Feed Your Spirit" During the days
when we are giving on demand, we
need a conswnt source of nourishment
for ourselves as well. Psalm 42:1-4
provides a mental picture of the many
moms who'd love to spend time with
God but can't seeni to fit it into their
hectic days: "As 1he deer pants for
streams of water, so my soul pants for
you, 0 God. my soul thirsts for God,

HELLO MORENO VALLEY!
"Where Dreams Soar"

Thursday, November 1, 2007

tion of more than 450 cities in
California. The League's· city attorneys department serves' as an important professional resource for 6ity
attorneys and other attorneys who represent cities to share their experience
and expertise, and help·them deal with
complex public law issues. City
Attorney Herrick stated that he was
honored that the group placed so much
confidence in him. ·

Moreno Valley we are a city
"Where Dreams Soar." You can be
whoever you want to be and do whatever you want to dream to be.
CITY ATTORNEY TAKES A SPECIAL POST IN A LEAGUE OF CALIFORNIA CITIES. Mo'reno Valley
City Attorney Robert D. Herrick has
been elected president of the city
attorneys department.of the League of
California Cities, a statewide associa-

MORENO VALLEY'S LTBRARTAN
EARNS AN AWARD OF
EXCELLENCE.
The California Library Association
(CLA) has presented its award for
excellence as a public librarian ,to
Rebecca "Becky" Guillan principal
librarian of the Moreno Valley Public

month for the offices of PSP! However,
we do want to thank everyone for their
continued support and business. Last
week the Black Voice News held a
breakfast for their Foundation at the
Hilton in San Bernardino sponsored by
Southern California Edison. I was able
to attend and see the tremendous support from the community and corporate
circles. Frank Quevdo from Southern
California Edison was slated to bring
remarks, however, the fires and a cold
held him back. John Kennedy stepped
to the plate and represented the company and showed their continued support
for the work of the Foundation. Thank

you!
As I reflect on the various events that
we are honored to be a part of in the
community, one of the subjects I think
about is the budget. As many begin to
prepare for the holidays and the various
events that will take place over the next
several weeks, stop and think realistically about the following questions ...
o
What is the main goal of
your event or function? Is it to have fun
or is it to raise funds?
o
Who's your audience? Who
are you trying to attract?
o
What is your budget? What
resources do you have available to you

plus her knowledge and familiarity of
Moreno Valley makes her an outstanding choice.

library. Guillan received the award at
the assodation's conference in Long
Beach. Becky has demonstrated outstanding leadership and dedication to
the Moreno Valley Public Library.
Guillan has worked for the library
since the year of 1998.

Moreno Valley let us not forget to
RSVP for up coming events: The
Buffalo Soldiers first breakfast
fundraiser November 10, 2007 9:a.m.
to 11 :a.m. Donation $ 20.00 contact
Doris (951) 679-0577 or Gi lbert (95 I)
657-7088.
Moreno Valley Section National
Council of Negro Women, Tnc. luncheon Nov.ember 10, 2007 11 :30 a.m.
meal served at 12:15 p.m. $ 25.00 &
$16.00 contact (95 1)247-8 193-or
(951) 242-6952.

COUNCIL APPOINTS NEW
CTTY CLERK Mayor Charles R.
White and the members of the Moreno
Valley City Council are pleased · to
announce . the appointment of Jane
Halstead as City Clerk. Halstead was
selected after a.n open and competitive
recruitment, and will fill the position
currently held by Alice Reed who is
retiring in December. Mayor White
stated that Jane has the right combination of qualifications fot the key post

BE BLESSED
J.B.

~vent P_{annina

October was a crazy and fast paced

From theNovel ,by

Performed by C

Adapted for

the

:Uage from

Richard

Wright '.,;

autobiography, this poignant. comin,K-of-age story
troc e~ tltc many boyhood -'il'ntggle.1 of one of lhe moM
im_pur/l llll AJrican-A1tterican write'rs of the 20'"
C,mtury. Richard Wright .vhare.-; witlt the audi11nc e hi.:,
jo11rney Q.r growing up poor, beinK abandoned by his
fotlwr, m1d facing J;m Cl"QW prcj udi,·c. social

injustice, and lif~-threatening racism. Through his
love for reading and wriling, Wri1,:h1 11llimo1ely finds rhe courage and
power u, rise above challerige.t undjind h,.v own 1•nice.
This American Place Theatre LHerotura to LH&e presentotl9n of
fJloc:k 8oy Is made by spec:lal arrangement with UC ltfver!lde
For booking inqulriM about this or l!iny other American Place Theatre Literature to Lffe Arts. Education progr11m, please contact Gwen Brown~on, Director of
Education Program, at The American Place Theatre, PHONE (212) 594 •.«82, FAX: (212) 594-.4208, E-mail at ~ ~ f t . ! l l ? J . & U h ~ - Visit us onllne itt
wWW.amerlcan lac th a
This event Is sponsored by the Center for Ideas o[Kf SOd4'ty and is free and opf'n to t he public.

Elect

to accomplish your desire?
For example, if the hotel says it will
Thi~ may seem like a very simple cost $50 .00 per person
that means
questiop, but you would be surprised you have to add the tax; gratuity and
how ·many times people really don't service fee which ends up around an
think the financial side through on their additional $12.00, which means your
project. Of cours_e most people want meal is actually costing you around
champagne on a beer budget. If you $62.00. Get all the facts!
If you have an event or community
stop and really work through all of the
avenues available to you, it might be question, please email me at
possible to at least get a good wine. Are Wendy@personalservicesplus.com.
you able to barter for any of the servic- We thank you for supporting those that
es that you need to accomplish your give back to our community to make it
goals wi(hout exhausting your cash a better place!
.
flow? Figure out what are your fixed ·
Give your all in all that you do. Then
costs (what you absolutely need to the PLUS won't just be more, it will be
accomplish your event) and what are the difference!
variables that you can play with? Once
you are able to put all of this down on
Wendy is the founder and president
paper, you will then have a realistic of Personal Services Plus, Inc., an
view of what you are working with.
Event Management Company. Visit
One of the most common mistakes www,personalser11icesplus .com
or
organizations overlook: when it comes email
her
at
to the budget is the plus plus (+ + ) that wendy@personalservicesplus.com.
hotels charge on top of their meal fee.

++ ,

If you're buying your first home or your 1.0th this year, get ii at one of our
foreclosed home auctions. Today's housing market and low interest rates
make now an ideal time to buy your next home at the price you set with NO
STARTING BIDS. Title Insurance is paid for by the seller and there are no.
liens or back taxes. We're selling 550+ foreclosed Southern California
homes at five big sales in LA, San Bernardino, Temecula and Riverside from
November 6th to 11th. We look forward to seeing you at the auction!

HM-

FOR TERMS, PHOTOS ANO MO.RE GOT.Q1
.'.•

hudsonandmarshall.camz
Two percent to buyer agents!{\!
5% down of which $2,500 must be a ca!llliers check
made payable lo you, or cash. Tho rest may be a
personal check or company check.

Carolyn Tillm~n

to San Bernardino 5th Ward City Council
/

"... the best choice ·is Carolyn Tillman~
Her background and involvement in
the entire community is just what
the 5th Ward a~d city needs."
The Black Voice News, Sept. ~0, 2007

Endorsed by the Bla'ck ·Voice News,
.the San Bernardino
Sun and
.

Mayor Pat Morris
Let's Work Together to Elect Carolyn Tillman to City Council!
Block Voice News
Son Bernardino Sun
Riverside Press ~nterprise
Central Labor Council (COPE)
Democratic Central Committee
Democratic Luncheo·n Club

State Senator Gloria Negrette Mcleod
'
Mayor Pat Morris
Supervisor Josie Gonzolez
College Board Trustee Mario Alonzo
Councilman Pennis Baxter, 2nd Ward

Councilman Rikke Von Johnson, 6th Word
School Boord Member Teresa Paro
Reverend Floyd Lofton
Pastor Raymond Turner
(partial list)

VOie Tuesday Nov 6th!
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Running Springs evacuee Regina Hayes is consoled by SB City
Councilman Rikke Van Johnson. Hayes' home was destroyed by the
Slide Fire.

FIRE
Continued from Front Page

: take in. I've lost everything. I think the
word ~hat comes to mind is that it is
surreal," ....said Hayes.
The flames are all but extinguished,
: ~ut for Eva Reese the garish headlines
· and surreal images of California in
flames is a bittersweet reminder of her
worse nightmare. The AfricanAmerican bookkeeper and Running
• Springs homeowner stretches out on a
blue cot cluttered with newspaper
: headlines screaming "No End in
Sight". For nearly a week she
remained glued to.live television cov. erage since the Slide Fire chased her
from her Smiley Park neighborhood
· early Monday. Reese covers her face
and cries - her entire community was
destroyed.
. "It hasn't hit me yet. I can't go back.
The fires are still smoldering. I'm just
waiting to exhale."
On a bright note, says Reese unlike
the Katrina debacle, local rescue
efforts have been impressive. "Food,
counseling, information, I have no
complaints. Everybody was so _caring
. and helpful , but when it came to sharing our stories with the world - we
were invisible - the cameras and
microphones just passed us by," said
Reese.
Martin and Beebe Daniels made a
pact during the devastating fire of
2003 not to leave their
Lake Arrowhead dream home if they
thought they could save it. Monday
night at the Red Cross evacuation cen•
ter in San Bernardino a chaplain
· prayed with the couple - their home
burned to the ground.
Mr. Daniels recalled Wednesday the
rush of news reporters cross-crossing
:}he sprawling evacuation center - the
onstant hum of broadcast equipment
: beaming live breaking news to a world
ungry for every flaming detail.
::_ "A reporter asked me - are you a
- volunteer? When I told him I was
-evacuated from Lake Arrowhead, he
: said 'are you serious' Blacks don't live
: in the mountains. I guess he couldn't
envision Black folk living outside the
:ghetto," said Daniels.
Betty and Wiley Owens and their
:]log Speckles fled their Green Valley
-Lake home when they saw flames rac=lng over the ridge. Monday night the

=

evacuees slept in their RV - outside
NOS.
The moment the Owens sniffed
smoke Monday morning, they flashed
back to the 2003 Old Fire.
"It
was
devastating
This is a nightmare rekindled."
Christopher Chatman was working
at a storage facility in Rim Forest early
Monday when the Slide fire
approached his rented home. He
recalls attending a hip-hop concert at
NOS, Monday night the Running
Springs fire evacuee slept there.
Diane Lowe, felt faint, overwhelmed and dehydrated Monday
afrernoon. The longtime Cedar Glen
homeowner has no history of high
blood pressure - on Wednesday when
doctors at NOS took her pressure it
was dangerously high.
Live-in caretaker Diane Cooper was
preparing breakfast for her 82-yearold charge in Lake Arrowhead early
Monday morning. Thursday night she
was homeless, jobless and itching to
shed the black t-shirt and gray pants
she'd worn for four days.
Robert Wilson who moved to
Cr!!5tline from Houston two weeks
ago lost two cousins to Katrina. He
witnessed first hand the horrors of
African-Americans left behind to perish in th'e
New Orleans Superdorne. At the
Houston Astro Dorne evacuation center he served flood victims as a volunteer. On Tuesday night wearing a Red
Cross identification band Wilson his
wife and 2 children saw _their fortunes
go from Katrina volunteers to Grass
Valley victims.
Gary Friley and his family traded
their old mountain digs for a new
home in Cedar Glen four weeks ago.
Thursday night the Lake Arrowhead
Elementary School 5th grader and his
new playmate Kashawn Doyle sat on a
cluster of cots sharing laughs, snacks
and a game of Monopoly.
Cheryl Hendricks-on of Crestline is
disabled and loves to share stories
about the thickets of pine and oak that
drew her to the tight-knit mountain
enclave but never envisioned sharing
them at an evacuation center.
Wealthy, poor, insured, destitute,
lucky, homeless, Regina Hayes,
Reese, the Daniels, Nelson, the
Owens, Chatman, Lowe, Cooper,
Wilson, Friley, Doyle and Watson are
faces in the sea of whites and Spanish
speaking evacuees hoping to return

home. They share a common bond .
They are victims of the Grass Valley
and Slide fires that raced through the
San Bernardino National Forest last
week . They are among a hand full of
African-Americans evacuees who
sought refuge at NOS. Like thousands
of other evacuees they have stories to
tell, worries to worry, lives to renew,
decisions to make, fears to fear.
For many people home is the center
of their universe, for this knot of
African-Americans the road back to
that universe is fraught with anxiety,
fear, survival, worry, and something
more, an indelible snapshot of
Katrina.
"Right now I'm on a roller coaster
of emotions - like sitting on the edge
of a cliff. I haven't slept for days. The
whereabouts of the elderly woman I
cared for since 2005 is unknown. I •
don't know the fate of the house, I
have no transportation, no insurance,
no income and without the ID I left up
there I can't prove mountain residency," says Diane Cooper.
·
Still Cooper is keeping hope alive.
On Thursday she volunteered at her
shelter handing out bags of toiletries to
fellow evacuees.
"God 1s telling me to be grateful for .
what the fire spared - my life."
Throughout the fire ravaged region
hundreds of evacuees have shared
their stories to a world hungry for
instant details of personal tragedy,
heroism, hardship and hope.
"Fire has a way of stripping you
naked and leaving nothing recognizable. It can also forge a powerful
bond," says Beebe Daniels.
The prayer circle the Daniels started
around a cluster of cots in the center's
Damus building grew from seeds to a
blossom of 12 African-Americans
evacuees.
"Faith keeps hope alive," said Cedar
Glen evacuee Paula Watson.
Whitney Fischer tuned out the constant glare of camera Jlash;babies crying and children playing. in her hand
is a small worn Bible. "It's my rock".
As most of these evacuees packed
what for some may be their only possessions - the bond is forged.
"Finally we get to go h9me," said
Jones. Back to the center or their universe - For some there's luck waiting
in the wings. For others portraits
etched by ·a disaster.
"I don't want to see it. I don't want to
go back to a place where everything
that is familiar, things that I cherished
for years, is gone," said Hayes.
"We'll stay in touch," said Bebee
Daniels. "Maybe have a reunion." Yea
Henrickson said laughing.
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"We'll shed tears, laugh and tell
some stories. With a hand from heav-

en we'll rebuild, renew and go on. It's
just stuff we've been blessed with our

lives," after all said Daniels, "what
else is important?"

WCBPA
Continued from Front Page

Dymally;
Pasadena
area
Assemblymember
Anthony
Portantino; and Inglewood area
Assemblymember Curren _Price. The
panel was joined by Ari zona
Informant
publisher
Cloves
Campbell , Jr. who also serves in the
Arizona State Legislature.. The
Legislators comprised a panel to discuss political issues that affect the
African American communities
served by the member newspapers.
Special guest speakers included
Janet Curry of Bauman Curry.& Co.,
Public Relations firm. Workshop
speakers included Ms. Natalee Green
from Young Communications, on

\

Publisher Joe Hopkins presents an award to Natalee Green of Young
Communications Group.

(1-r): Pauline Kimber, Eleanor Boswell-Raine, Vern·on Whitmore, Althony J. Portantino, Les Kimber, Brian ,
Townsend, Mervyn Dymally, Cloves Campbell, Joe Hopkins, Ruth Hopkins, Peggy Hunt, Melanie•Polk, Willie
Brown, and Joe Stenson.
·
behalf of
one of the
conference
sponsors,
t
h
e
California
Wel l n ess
Foundation.
Hopkins
Janet Curry,
looks
forPresident
BaumanCurry & Co. ward to a
produ.ctive
year that will move the organization to
a greater leadership role in the
Western United States on issues of
concern to African American communities. He also plans to work with
other regional organizations and governments to accomplish the organizational goals of mutual concerfl.

The member publishers and newspapers that make up the 2007 West
Coast Black Publishers include:
Lenora Alexander, Denver Weekly
News; Amelia Ashley Ward, San
Francisco Sun Reporter; Danny
Bakewell , Los Angeles Sentinel;
Dennis Beaver, The Facts News of
Seattle Washington; Chris Bennett,
Takoma True Citizen newspaper of
Seattle Washington; Cheryl and Hardy
Brown, The Riverside Black Voice
News; Willie Brown, Inglewood
Today; Paul Cobb, Oakland Post;
Cloves Campbell, Jr., Arizona
Informant; Ellen Coley, Bakersfield
News Observer; Ted Banks and
Bernie Foster, Portland and Seattle
S_kanner newspapers; John Holoman;
Herald Dispatch newspaper of Los
Angeles; Atty, Joe C. and Rut~ie

Hopkins, the Pasadena/San Gabriel
Valley Journal newspapers; Peggy
Hunt, Tri-County Sentry Newspaper;
Les Kimber and Mark Kimber, •the
California Advocate of Fresno Calif.;
Dr. Wi lliam Lee and Larry Lee of the
Sacramento Observer; Melanie Polk,
LA Watts Times; Willie Ratcliff, The
San Francisco Bay View; Ramon
Savoy, Las Vegas Sentinel; John and
Geri Warren, San Diego Voice and
Viewpoint; Charles Washington, the
Portland Observer; Vernon Whitmore
and Eleanor Boswell-Raine, Globe
Newspapers of Oakland Calif.; Bril)Il
Townsend, Precinct Reporter and Tri
County Bulletin o.f San Bernadino,
Calif.
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.the ri :ht Healthcare route.
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BRING BETTY BACK
VOTE NOV. 6TH

BETTY DEAN
ANDERSON

Betty was a . former councllmernber for
eight years and Is a 47-year resident who

has given a lifetime of commitment and
service to our community.

·when elected, 1 will provide after school
remedial, vocational and recreatiorial programs, establish corporate mentoring programs for high school seniors, encourage new
businesses to hire locally, ensure that our
aging seniors enjoy the services antt programs they deserve, promote sustainable
development that gives back to the city and
create a safe environment."

REMEMBER TO VOTE

NOV.6,2007
VOTE BETTY D. ANDERSON
Paid for by the Committee to Elect Betty Dean Anderson• ID #951199

California Medi-Cal recipients in Riverside qr
Bernardino Counties can make IEHP their health pl~~-

I .
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-North Reigns in Crosstown Rival Kingl

I

.

.

.

The Hoskies Lester White added a pass the ba)l North's speed and athletifinal touchdown on a 2-yard run with cism became the deciding factor an~
.58 seconds left in the game.
was just too much for King to ove(On a night when neither team could .come.

The Black Voice News
RIVERSIDE
I

'.

_By Gary Montgomery
Staff Writer

I

I
I

The Ivy League's first high school ,
edition of Monday Night Football didn't
seem to suit the Husky's or the Wolves
very well or the fans for that matter.
Underdog, Riverside King High spent
_th~ entire first half and most of.the third
quarter trying to figure out how to get
into the in wne. On a positive note,
King was able to hold. North's explosive
-offense to a mere I4 points in the first
half.
t
The Huskies just couldn't get their
, high powered scoring machin~ going.
1 North entered Monday's game averaging more than 30 points per game. "We
didn't
have a good week of practice with
1
all the smoke and stuff, so our passing
' game was kind of off a little bit and we
: had trouble running the ball," said North
<tuarter.back Jamar Calhoun.
Last week's disastrous fire storms
and subsequent bad air quality had
forced the postponment of the game
until Monday and caused most Inland
.;irea teams to move their practices
inside. .
' withKing(4-4, l-2)onlytrailing 140 in the second half the Huskies' (7-1, 21·0)· faithful, fans were getting restless "I
wish we were playing a little better
"t..> '
· g;ame tonight," said North Principal RUNNING WILD - North's Cedric Foster is pursued by King's Carsten Scheele on his way to a big gain in Monday's
game. Foster rushed for 97-yards and 3 touchdowns in North 35-7 win .
.0ale Kinear.
1
- " The Huskies' offense only generated
James Calhoun responded immedi4'net passing yards, a season low for the, touchdown. Naea's run put King in scor- this rivalry game interesting for a
ing
position
and
six
plays
later
Marques
change.
dately
by returning the punt 65-yards for
-~team.North running back Cedric Foster
Lea
scored
the
touchdown
on
a
6-yard
Instead,
King'
s
sustained
drive
only
a
touchdown
giving North a 21-7 lead.
pi~ked up the slack with three rushing
After
exchanging
unsuccessful pos~t.o~chdowns on 13 carries and 97 total
sessions
North's
Denzel
Cooley made
. rushing yards. All purpose running
the play ofthe game. Cooley hit King's
'"back James Calhoun broke the game
Joe Salazar during a punt return and
1ipen with a 65-yard punt return for a
caused Salazar to cough up the football.
'touchdown.
North recovered the ball on the 24-yard
:~: .With 8:15 left in the 3rd quarter
King's Jacey Naea broke out of the pack blast up the middle. Naea had 18 carries served as a wakeup call to the sleep line. Three plays later Cedric Foster
waking Huskies' offense. The Huskies' scored his third touchdown on a 9-yard
for a 35-yard scamper down the right for 108-yards rushing on the evening.
Now trailing by only one touchdown defense joined the party too forcing run to make the score 28-7 and end
side line before North's James Calhoun
King's. hopes of an upset.
could run him down saving a sure . at 14-7 it looked like King might make King to punt the ball right back .

T·he Black Voice News
Endorses Marianne Milligan
for City Attorney
Let's Work And Vote.Together To
Elect Milligan
(The Black Voice News 10/2/07)
''Let us rally behind a highly capable attorney
who wants to 'work together' with the city
council and mayor. We do not want a lap dog
or muppet master in the seat of city attorney. We
want someone who understands their role as an
attorney and not writing scripts for favorite city
council members."
"We believe Marianne Milligan will bring to
the position an attitude of collaboration and
'clarity in written legal opinions that will help
guide the direction and discussion needed for the
council to make appropriate decisions on behalf
of the city." ·

V

North 38,
King, 7

"By voting together let us elect Marianne
Milligan as the next City Attorney."

New Voice - Better Choice!

Miiligan*
San Bernardino City Attorney
Paid for by Committee to lilct Mariam Milligan for [ity Attortey 10#1300144

'Re-Elec-f Rachel Clark
--------------------------San Betnardino City Clerk
"Rachel Clark has served the city very well
in ·her terms. of·service and deserves your .
vote _·to continue ..Let us vote together and
return Rachel Clark as the city clerk.
11

Bl~ck Voice News, Sept. 20, 2007

Endorsed by.: .
.
th·e Black.Voice * The Press Enterprise * San Bernardino Sun
De·mocratic Central Committee * .Democratic Luncheon Club
Mayor.Patri'ck Morris * Foriner Mayor Judith Valles
· Former
Ma.y or W.R. "Bob" Holcqmb
.
.
'

.

·VOie '.;Tuesday Nov 6th!

V0TE
H0PE

Paid for by Vote Hope and not authorized by any candidate or candidate's committee* www.VoteHope2008.org
)l
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Cosby Comes to the IE
..

The Black ¾lice News
SAN BERNARDINO

By Lea Michelle Cash
It is hard to believe that Bill Cosby is
70 years old. Few entertainers have
!iChieved the legendary status that he
has achieved with five decades of success in concert appearances, recordings, television, films, lifelong learning, writing and philanthropy. He is literally one of the most popJar personalities in America, affectionately known
as "the Cos" establishing a reputation
as a hilariously waon-hearted story
teller, weaving tales about childhood
and parenting that sends millions of
adoring fans into a full laughing uproar.
Recently on Thursday, October 18,
the Cos came to the Inland Empire at
San Manuel Indian Bingo & Casino i.n
Highland, bringing our area his charm
and humorous wit.
He leisurely
strolled out on stage, wearing his traditional sweat shirt and sweat pants, fiddled with his mic and began his conversation with the sound technicians who
needed to adjust the sound system. Cos
invited the audience into his conversation and used them to support his issue
that the sound system needed adjusting.
When ·he turned his full attention to
the fans, he delivered a few legendary
fatherly jokes and anecdotal tales. He
told tales about how to drive your wife
crazy, discussed gambling, husband
jokes about how they don't own anything, menopause, Viagra, the 1,ide
affects of some drugs, how he fell in
love at the age of 14, what it's like to be

Photo by Lea M. Cash
BIii Cosby

a grandparent and finally he wrapped has been honored with the Presidential
up the evening with his famous depio- Medal of Freedom, a Kennedy Center
tion of what it's like going to the dentist Lifetime Achievement Award, and four
and being in the dentist chair. NAACP Image Awards.
Hilarious! .
For many years, the Cos has been on
Over the years, the Cos has earned a · a personal crusade to advance educaMaster's Degree and Doctorate in tion, personal responsibility and parentEducation from the University of ing in low income areas around our
Massachusetts. Among his many country. He is also an advocate toward
awards are: nine Emmy's, eight the plight of children living with
People's Choice, eight Grammys, a
u
t
i
s
m
13BM1s, and two Golden Globes. He · As a veteran stand-up performer he is

CHARO Celebrates its 4th Annual Minority & Small Business Awards Gala
The Black \kiice News
RIVERSIDE

CHARO Community Development
Corporation's Riverside Division, will
celebrate its 4th Annual Minority &
Small Business Awards . Gala On
Thursday, November 15, 2007 at the
Pechanga Resort & Casino in Temecula.
The U.S. Small Business AdministrationSanta Ana District, CHARO SBA
Women's Business Center-Riverside, and
the CHARO Minority Business
Enterprise Center will award and honor
some of the most successful minority 1md

women entrepreneurs in the Greater
Southern California Region .
This event is considered one of Inland
Empires' premier minority enterprise networking events. Funds raised from this
event will benefit the programs run by
CHARO Inland Empire Minority
Business Enterprise Center & CHARO
SBA Women's Business Center and
enable it to continue its extensive and
passionate work in serving as an economic catalyst, providing community
empowerment opportunities that contribute to the economic and social
improvement of our target communities.

CHARO's Riverside Division Inland
Empire Minority Business Enterprise
Center & SBA Women's Business Center
serves the Counties of Orange, Riverside, ·
San Bernardino and San Diego.
Continuing in its enQeavor to provide
a one-stop-shop center for minority and
women entrepreneurs, CHARO served
over 25,000 clients this year, yielding an
economic impact of over $37 million dollars, and creating 240 new California
jobs in both Los Angeles and the fnland
Empire.
To learn more about CHARO's services, call (951) 320-7002

ALL NEW '08 NISSAN ROGUE

VERSA

SIERRA/CITRUS & 210 HWY.

16444 S. HIGHLAND AVE.

866-320-6585
WWW.FONTANANISSAN.COM
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Riverside and SB County Mayors Release Funds for Wildfire Victims

Attorney Richard Nevins

ommon Myths
And Mistakes
About Estate
Planning
By Richard Nevins
Aflorney at

La»:

E tate Planning can be a comp! cated area of the law where
mttl)s abound and mistakes can
b hitrmful to you and your loved
orj:es. Here is a list of common
myth~ about estate planning.
{dpn't need a Will because I
don't own very much.
f you don't create a vljlid
' W)II, the State of California has a
sefies of laws, known intestate
su,ccession, that will determine
I
where your assets go and who
will control everything that you
own. State law may not distribute; your assets to the people you
want to have them, If you want
to nominate a guardian for your
children, then you need a will.
Many people wrongly assume
that the only important asset is
money, when in reality some of
the most difficult family disputes
involve the inheritance of personal possessions, like family
photographs and heirlooms.
'I don't need an estate plan
because I holJ all my assets
Jointly with another person ..
:Tl;lis is one of the most dange,:ous ways to plan your estate.
Wlren you add another person to
your bank account or to your real
estate as a joint tenant, you are
e
sing that asset to every current and future creditor of that
new joint tenant. The asset will
also be exposed to gift tax, capita gains tax and estate taxes.
Jomt ownership does not avojd
probate. Probate is delayed until
the last joint owner's death.
t.f I have a good Will, probate
ivul not be required, and my
asiets can be trans/e"ed immediately to the beneficiaries of
the Will.
:in fact, having a Will mandates a probate in most circumstances and the assets may not be
trani.ferred to th~ heirs for
months or years.
Probate is a court proceeding
to transfer title from the decedents name to the living beneficiaries. Probate occurs in the
st te of your legal residence as
we!! as in any state where you
own real property. The length of
time to complete a Probate
varies, but can take six to eightee11 months, on average.
If my assets are few, I will
avoid probate.
In California, if you have a
house
worth
more
than
$ WO ,000, your estate will probably require probate, unless you
us~ a Living Trust or some other
pr bate-avoidance technique. ·
iA Will covers all my assets.
"Wills do not cover assets held
as.joint tenants .with right of survivorship, retirement plans,
an11uities, life insurance, bank or
investment account with transfer
on death designations .
t 'Can do my own estate plan.
Estate planning is more than
ju· t creating documents. It is
understanding the big picture
an-0 how the legal documents
will work in concert with the
asl!ets at the time they are need-

el

By Ashley A. Jones

In response to the overwhelming wildfires that have victimized hundreds of foland Empire
residents, Riverside and San
Bernardino mayors along with
corporate officials met last week
at San Bernardino City Hall to
announce the formation of a special F.ire Victims Relief Fund. ·
According to Mayor Pat
Morris of San Bernardino ,
launching this fund with all of
the partners involved sends a
loud and clear message to all of
our friends in the community
that this an important moment
and opportunity. Mayor Morris
said, "Our neighbors have lost
their homes and worldly possessions, we need to step forward

is

and rontribute in some way to
help them get back on their feet."
During hi~ remarks, Mayor
Morris highlighted the course of
action taken by the two counties
in supporting those who have
experienced the devastation and
aftermath caused by the wildfires .,
Mayor Ron l.,overidge of
Riverside agreed with ~s col- .
league in the importance of the
two neighboring cities stepping
up to make a difference in the
lives of victims. He said, " I've
heard some say that cities ought
to stay within their city limits,
understanding the consequences
of_ that, Southern California
would be in ashes . .The City of
Riverside and residents of
Riverside want to say by our

Richard Nevins has been an
attorney for 18 years. His law
firm provides legal advice in
estat,e planning and small busi,u/ slaw. For more information,
please visit his website at
www.RichardNevins.com
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Mayor Patrick Morris, Vincent Duro of San Manuel Band of Mission Indians, and Mayor Ronald Loveridge.

· '

You can't afford to rely on
myth~ when it comes to your
estate. Find out the facts, plan
carerully and execute a plan to
provide you with peace of mind
ana security for your loved ones.

I

Community Foundation Director, Dr. Jim Erickson is presented a check by San B~rnardino Mayor Patrick Morris and Riverside Mayor Ronald Loveridge to aid fire victims in the recent
wildfires.

William H. Batey, II, Valerie Maxwell, Jacob Galba Bright, Delphine
Bright and Cheryl Brown
The Moreno Valley Black Chamber of Commerce recognized community members at !heir 41h
annual installation banquet held at the Moreno Valley Conference Center. Music was provided by harpist Antoinette and later during dinner. jazz saxophonist J Boykin. The program was
led by Mistress of Ceremonies, Cheryl Brown, Co-publishe r, The Black Voice News and
District Representative of Senalor Gloria Negrete McLeod. Dinner was catered by Salena
Taste of Mississippi in Moreno Valley. Mayor Pro Tern, William H. Batey, II of Moreno Valley
installed officers and presented a city proclamation to Linda D. Wrighl. President and CEO .
The chambers board of directors were pleased to see ove r 100 people present. Honorees included: Irene Haynes. Charitable and Humanitarian Award; Charlene Johnson, Small Business of
the Year; Quinn Community Outreach Corporation, Non-Profit Business Award; Lea Petersen,
The Gas Company, Corporate Business Award; Rosalyn Carter, Volunteer of !he Year; Tracy A .
Smith, Community Se rvice Award; and Jacqui Proctor Mille r, President's Service Award,
MVBCC President Linda Wright stated: •·1 am elated to !hank !he past and present officers
including the volunteers that has played key roles in e nabling the MVBCC accomplish what it
has in the past four years:•

commitment that we understand,
as the fires have been close, the
victims have had to put their
lives back together and we want
to do what we can to help by
extending a hand."
The businesses and government agencies that stepped forward to provide c;ontributions
are: San Manuel Band of
Mission Indians with $100,000,
Stater Bros. Corporation with
$20,000, Arrowhead Credit
Union with $20,000, Altura
Credit Union with $20,000, San,
Bernardino District Attorney
Michael Ramos in partnership
with American
Corrective
Counseling
Services
with
$20,000, City of Riverside with
$20,000, City of San Bernardino
with $20,000, County of
Riverside with $20,000, Matich
Corporation with $10,000 , SE
Corporation with $5,000 , and
JJC Project Management with

$4,000.
The Community Foundation
of Riverside and San Bernardino
Counties will oversee all funds
received , and every dollar contributed will go directly to the
Fire Victims Relief Fund as
reported by President and CEO
of the Foundation, Dr. Jim
Erickson.
According to Dr. Erickson ,
"One hundred percent of the
funds will go to the victims "".ithin the two counties and hopefully we will meet their needs. With
the two mayors taking the lead,
along with Board of Supervisors
Dennis Hansberger and John
Tavaglione, it's just the right
combination. That's what I'm
impressed with . I'm also
impresseq_ with the variety of
organizations that have come
forward, and San M anuel for setting the tone with the $100,000
commitment."

Representing the Office of
Mayor Pat Morris, Peggy
Hazlett explained , "After the
2003 fires, cash relief was one of
the immediate needs for our
communities who were directly
impacted. The dollars raised
through this effort will go direct1y to fi re. victims and more
importantly, they won't have to
go through a long process of filling .out paperwork , they will
have a simple application
process and receive the necessary funds. I think the most significant part about this is that
one hundred percent of the funds
go to victims of the fire."
For information on how to
ccmtribute to this fund please
contact Michael S . Tracey at The
Community
Foundation ,
Riverside by calling (951 ) 6844194 ext. 11 6.

.
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For insertions, changes and cancellations:
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Lobby Hours:
MON - FRI 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

ADOPTIONS
CONSIDERING ADOPTION? We
match Birthrrothers with Families
nationwide. Living Expenses Paid.
Toll Free 24(7 Abby's One True Gift
, Adoplioos. 1-866459-3369. (CalSCAN)

'LAND AUCTION' 500 Proper1ies
Musi be Sold! Low Down / EZ
Financing. Free Catalog 1-8662n-3424. www.LandAuction.com
(Gal-SCAN)

DONATE YOUR CAR: Children's
Cancer Fundl Help Save A Child's
Life Through Researth & Support!
Ifs Fast, Easy & Tax Deductible.
Please Call Today 1-800-2520615. (Cal-SCAN)

Free Information: 1-800-578-1363
x500-A. (Gal-SCAN)

GREETING CARDS DISTRIBUTORSHIP$! Be your own Boss.
Eam $SOK - $250K'yr. can Now: 1~71-7891 (24(1). (Gal-SCAN)

JOBS JOBS JOBSI California
Nmy National Guard. No experience. wm pay to train; High school
JrJSr. & Grads/Non-Grads/GED.
May quaify for $10,000 BONUS.
Call 1-800-GO-GUARD. (CalSCAN)

HELPWANTEQ

MuslO CLUB - A Rewarding
Career in Music Education.
Seeking Drecio<s fo, California.
Turnkey. Musicians, music prolessionals1 educators with business

AUCTIONS

AUTOS WANTED

Your Own Boss". 30 Maohines and
Candy for $9,995. Mu111Vend LLC,
880 Grand Blvd., Deer Park, NY. 1888-625-2405. (C.~SCAN}

HELP WANTED/DRIVERS

e x p e r i e n c e ·.

www.MuslqClubDirecto,.com
866-999-6434 (Cal-SCAN)

1-

SNACK/SODA
VENDING:
Locations. locations available
now, professional equipment &
support.
Many
options.
· Cash/Finance 1-877-843-8726.
(Cal-SCAN)
FINANCIAL SERVICES/ MONEY
TO LOAN

DONATE YOUR VEHICLE! Max

945

BuslrM!u & Financial

IRS Tax Deductions. United Breast
Cancer
Foundation.
f'ree
Mammograms, Breast cancer Info
www.ubcf.info Free Towing, Fast,
Non-Runner., Accepted, 24f7 1888-468-5964. (Cal-SCAN)
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
ALL CASH CANDY Route. "Be.

WAITING ON A LAWSUIT For
Money? I can advance you money
while you wart lo, your lawsurt to
settle.
Call
305-284-8858
ID#28945AP. !Cal-SCAN)
FDR SALE
SAWMILLS FROM ONLY $2,990 Convert your Logs to Valuable
Lumoo" with your own Norwood
portable band sawmill. Log skidders

also

E-.,loyment Opportuottles

9431
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1Employment Opporiumtlol 9431

SPONSORED CDL TRAINING. No
Experience Neededl Eam $40k$75K in your new careerl Stevens
Transport will sponsor the total
cost of your CDL training! Excellent
Benefrts & 401 Kl No Money Down!
No Credit Checks! EOE. can Now!
1-800-333-8595, 1-800-358-9512.
www,BecomeADriver.com (CalSCAN)

HOW BIG IS 40 ACRES? Coone
fioo out! 40 acres - $39,900 Just
outside Moses Lake, Washington.
Beautiful land with captivating miX
of rolling hills aoo occasional rock
outcroppings • must see. Offened
by a rrotivated sellef. Excellent
financing offered. Call WALR 1866-585-5687. (Cal-SCAN)

HELP WANTED/SALES
DRIVER: Do!J' Just Start Your
Cweer, Start It Righi! Company
Sponso,ed COL training in 3
weeks. Must be 21. Have CDL?
Tuition
Reimbur.sement!
www.JoinCRST.com 1-800-781ma. (cal-SCAN)
DRIVER: EARN UP To 5 pay raises In 1st yea~ Get rt at Swi1t! That's
right...~s possible to get from 1 lo
5 raises in your fvst year, dependilg on how you quaify. Swift offers
excellent miles, compensation,
regional and dedicated runs. No
experience necessary! Training
available.
1-866-4 76-6828.
www.SwiftTruckingJobs.com. EOE
IC.I-SCAN)

ACOOL TRAVEL JOB. Now tiring
rrotivated sharp individuals to work
and travel entire USA. Paid training. Transportation, lodging furrished. Call loday, Start today. 1877-646-5050. (C.,SCAN)

'LAND AUCTION' 500 Properties
Must be Sold! Low Down / EZ
Financing. Free Catalog 1-866277-3424. www.LandAuction.com
!Cal-SCAN)
LAND FOR SALE/OUT OF STATE
1ST TIME OFFERED- Colorado
Mountain Ranch. 35- acres$49,900. Priced for Quiel< Sale.
0Ver1ool(Jng a majestic lake, beautifully treed, 360 degree mountain
views, adjacent to national fo,est.
EZ tem,s, 1-888-640-9023. (C.1SCAN)

DRIVER- $SK SIGN-ON Bonus fo,
Experienced Teams: rxy· van &
Temp Control available. 0/0s &
COL-A Grads welcome. Call
Covenant 1-866-684-2!19 EOE.
!Cal-SCAN)

- -

Criminalist II & DNA Crlminallst II

12 ACRES NEW MEXICO
Recreational ' Property $39,990.
Scenic region, mountain ~ews, tall
trees, l'ildl~e. electrici1y, privacy.
Perfect for vacation, retirement,
serond home, horses.' 100%
financing. 1-866-365-4122. (CalSCAN}

NATIONAL CARRIERS needs
Company Drivers for ns Regional
Operations in Southeast California.
Excellent Benefils, Generous
Home Time & Outstanding Pay
Package. CDL·A Required. 1-888707 - 7729
www.NationalCarriers.rom (CalSCAN)

$68,016.00 - $86,944.00/yr
Office Specialist

$14.98 - $19.10/hr
.Social Service Aide

$13.59 - $17.33/hr

66 AC- $6,0451 Acre. 5000 fl
Waterfront Subdividable, 15 minutes to Bay, huge l~e oaks, near
Blessing, Texas. Call 1-800-5042636, x787. (Cal-SCAN)
CLOSEOUT SALE 36 AC -

I

Training ~ Development Specialist

Employment Opportw,Hlos

$24.40 - $31 .15/hr
Part Time
Janitorial work. Must
have experience.
Background check
required

San Bernardino County Human Resources
157 W. Fifth Street, First'Floor
San Bernardino

(909)387-83D4
www.sbcounty.gov/hr
EEO/ADA Colllplianl

951-259-6335
Ask for Sherry
p. 8123, 8130, 9/6, 9/13

p, 10125

IAnnouncements

dream come lrue for anyone lfinklng great land is out of reach' Call
Weslem Skies Land 1-888-3613006 www.WestemSklesLand.com
(Cal.SCAN)
NEW MEXICO SACRIFICE! 140
acres was $149,900, Now Only
$69,900. Amazing 6000 ft. elevation. Incredible mountain views.
Mature tree cover. Power & year
rouoo roads. Excellent finar<ing.
Priced for quick sale. Call NML&R,
Inc. 1-888-204-9760. (Cal-SCAN)
PRICED FOR QUICK SALE -

Internal/Workers Comp.
Baclc office/Historian
Self motivated, Min 5 yrs. exp.
Musi fype, full time/benefi1s
San Bernardino '
Fax resume (909) 683-4324
p. 9/20, 9127

Nevada 5 acres • $19,900.
Beautiful building site wilh electric
& counly maintained roads. 360
degree views. Great recreational
opportunities. Financing available.
Call nowt 1-877-349-0822. (C.1SCAN)

OVER 550
FORECLOSED
Southern CA homes seling by auction November 6-11 valued from
$100k to 700k. Get all the detaHs at
www.HudsonAndMarshall.com or
call 1-800-44t-9401 . (Cal-SCAN)
REAL ESTATE LOANS

SO. COLORADO RANCH Sale 35
Acres- $39,900. Spectacular
Rocky Min. Views Year round
access, eled lele included.
Excenent Financing available w/
low down payment. Call Red Creek
Land Co. Today! 1~96-5263
x3155. (Ca,SCAN}
WATERFRONT RANCH BARGAIN! 2 ac. Waterfront wl brand
new 1200sf Ranch Pkg. 60 mins.
Houston $89,900. Direct access to
bay & Gulfl Excellent financing
options. Call 1-800-504-2636,
x796. (Gal-SCAN)
LEGAL SERVICES
EXPUNGE YOUR RECORD 'DUI
'Possession 'Juvenile 'Other
Offenses. Get your past con~clions dismissed -Increase ·your job
oplions.
Free
Attorney
Consultation. Ve,y Allordable. 1888-938-8080. (Cal-SCAN)
MANUFACTURED/MOB !LE
HOMES

WE HAVE MONEY To Lend for
Real Estate. Flexible credit/income/down payment guidelines. Direct Lender. Fasl Results.
We're still Lending! 24-hr.
Recorded Info 800-715-6117 x9.
(C.,SCAN)
REAL ESTATE/OUT OF STATE
LUXURIOUS ITALIAN VILLAS,
each urique and hand-aafted, In
our La Campanella residential
community wltn spa and restaurant
' on premises, located in Southwest
Colorado nestled between the San
Juan Mountains and the Animas
River Valley. This is an outstaooing
opportunity for real estate Investments and 2nd home buyers.
DuraC90 was recently named to
America's Dozen Distinctive
Destinations and pceserved communities.
Vis!
us
www.LaCampanellaDurango.com/
CA. or call 1-970-769-3769. (CalSCAN)

MOBILE
HOMES
and,
Manufactured Homes Brand New ,
for $18,900. More Information,
Floor Plans, and Photos online at
www.FactorySelectHornes.com or
caU 1-800-620-3762. (Gal-SCAN
REAL ESTATE/HOMES
· 'sALE

FOR

STEEL BUILDINGS

"1

ALL STEEL BUILDINGS: 30x4D to
200x250.
Agricultural
to
Commercial. Save $ l'ith turnkey
peekage. Serious Buyers Only!
David t -760-525-9193, (CalSCAN)
TIMESHARES/RESORTS

Mechanic Shop Manager
Fontana
Trucking Co. Grea_
l
Benefits & Pay!
Industry Exp., Diagnosing
Repairs & Bi-lingual Req.

for

312-698-0309

p. 9113

I

E~t

RedWeek.com #1 TIMESHARE
MARKETPLACE. Rent, buy, sell,
reviews,
New
full-service
exchange! Compare prices at
5000+ resorts. B4U do anything
timeshare,

www.RedWeek.com,
options. (Cal-SCAN)

visit

consider

TIMESHARE! PAYING TOO
MUCH 4 mainlenance fees and
taxes? SelVrenl your timeshare for
cash. No Commissions/Broker
Fees.
1-877-868-1931.
www.VPResales.rom !Cal-SCAN)

0ppor1.;,Ki.. 9431

Saved Gospel organisl,\eyboanist
wanted.
SL Paul A.M.E.
2ser,ioosSunday.
Fax rasumelsalary history.
1909) 887-0509
www.stpaJJan-echurchsocal.oom

p, 9/JO
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ing date noticed above. You may
examine the file kept by the court.
If you are a person interested in the
estate, you may file with lhe court a
Request for Special Notice lfoom
OE-54) of the filing of an inventory
and appraisal d estat1 assets Of of
any petition or account as provided
in Probate Code section 1250. A
Request for Special Notice form is
available from the court cierl<.
Attorney for petitioner: Maria E.
Pecina, 6513 Etiwanda Ave., Mira
Loma, CA 91752, (951) 898-8356.
p. 10/11, 10/18, 10/25, 11/1

NOTICE OF PETITION TO
ADMINISTER ESTATE OF JUAN
PECINA
CASE NUMBER RIP 092938
To all heirs, beneficiaries, creditors,
contingent creditors, aoo persons
who may otherwise be interested
in lhe will o, estate, or both, of:
Juan Pecina. A petiion for Proba1e
has been filed br.Maria E Pecina
in the Superior Court of Calttomla,
County of: Riverside. The Petition
fo, probate requesls that:Maria E.

Fictious
Business
Name
Statements

NOTICE OF PETITION TO
ADMINISTER ESTATE OF MIL·
OREO ANNA MOODY
CASE NUMBER RIP 092973
To all heirs, beneficiaries, creditors,
contingent aednors, and persons
who may otherwise be interested
Pecina be appointed as personal ..., i1 the will or estate, or both, of:
Miklred Anna Moody. A petition for
representative to administer the
Probate has been fled by:Gregory
estate of the decedent. The petition
A. Moody irt the St.!>erior Court of
request authority to administer lhe
Califorria, Counly ot: Riverside.
estale under lhe Independent
The Petition for probate requests
Adninistralion of Estates Act. (This
lhat:Gregory A. Moody be aPflOiltauthority v.11 alklw lhe personal
ed as personal representative to
represenlalive to take many
administer the estate of the deceactions without obtaining court
denL The petilioo request authority
approval Before laking certain
to a<tnnister lhe estate under the
ve,y Important actions, however,
lndepelldeni Administration of
the personal representative will be
Estates Act. (This author#y will
required 1o give notice to interested
persons unless they have waived

allow the personal representanve
to take many actions without
obtainif'9 court approval. Before
taking certain very important
actions, however, the personal representative will be required to give
notice to interested persons unless
they have waived nOlice or con-

notice or consented to the pro-

Due to the renovation and expansion
scheme a small company is looking for
part time Work from· home book keeper, it
pays $3000 a month plus benefits and takes
only little of your time. Please contact us for
more details. Requirements - Should be a
computer Literate. 2-3 hours access to the
internet weekly. Must be over 19yrs of age.
Must be Efficient and Dedicated.If you are
interested and need more information .
Please send e-mail to: quarrierscharity-,
home@hotmail.com. Contact name : Stacy
Long
p. 11/ 1, 11/8

9431 IE~ Opportunitln 9431

MEDICAL ASSISTANT

IAnnouncements

MOOTANA LAND Ride tt, Hunt tt,
Feel it.. You cant do that with
stocks Of CD's! 20 Ar.res along
Country Road- $49,900 160 Aae
Land Tracts- $625/ AC 150 Acres
with Log Cabin- Wraparound Porch
and Gorgeous Min. Vlews$18g,ooo We'll Finance itl 'A

Com. Real Estate 915

LAND/ACREAGE

DRIVERS-MORE MONEYI SignOn-Bonus. 36-43cl)m/$1.20pm. $0
Lease/ Teams Needed. ClassA t 3
months recent OTR reqLired. 1800-635-8669. (Cal-SCAN)

New County recruitments this week:
.
.
.
.
.

IAnno~ncements

$29,900. Price is drastically
reduced by motivated seller.
Beautiful setting with fresh mountain air. Abundant wildlife.
Secluded wnh good access.
Financing available. Eureka
Springs Ranch is offered by AZLR.
ADWR report avail. Gall 1-877301-5263. (Cal-SCAN)

available.

www.Norwoodlndustries.com

I

DRIVER - CDL Training: $0 down,
financing by Cemral Refrigerated.
Drive for Central, eam up to $40k+
1st year! 1-800-587-0029 x4779.
www.CentralDrivingJobs.net (Ca•
SCAN)

OUR TOP DRIVER made $57,902
in 2006 running our Western
region. Home weel<lyf 2006 trucksl
No east coaslf 95% no touch
freighU 401k! Great Miles! We're
raising pay in lhe Western Region!
Heartland Express , 1-800-4414953. www.HeartlandExpress.com
(Cal-SCAN)

posed action ) The iooependent
administration authority will be
granted unless an interested person files an objection lo the petition
and shows good cause why the
court should not grant the autttortty. A hearing on the petition will be
held in this court as follows: Date:
October 30, 2007 Time: 9:00 a.m.
Dept.: 10 Superior Court of
California, County of Riverside,
4050 Main Street, Riverside, CA
92501, Main Branch. If you object
lo lhe granting of the petnion, you
should appear at the hearing and
state your objections or file written
objections l'ith the court before the
hearing. Your appearance may be
in person or by your attorney. If you
are a creditor or a contingent creditor of the deceased, you must file
your clai~ with the court and mail a
copy to the personal representative appointed by the court within
four months from the date of first
issuance ol letters as provided n
Probate Code section 9100. The
time for filing claims l'ill not expire
before four months from the hear-

Offices of

RICHARD F. NEVINS

oxp;tl

!'

Ing date noticed above. You
examine the file kepi by the co,i .
If you are a person inleresled in
estate, you may file with the i:ou~a
Request fo( Special Notioe (f"'U'
DE-54) of the filing of an inventtiji
and appraisal of estate assels orf
any petition or aCCOll\l as provid
in Probate Code section 1250.
Request fo, Special Notice form it
available from the court cierl<.
Attorney fo, petnioner. Harry .(.
Histan 71228, 1485 Spruce Sire '.
Suite E, Riverside, CA 92507, 9S
682-4121.
p. 10/11, 10/18, 10/'l5, 1!

NOTICE OF PETITION TO
ADMINISTER ESTATE OF MluDRED OPAL MOODY
CASE NUMBER RIP 092996
To all hers, beneficiaries, tndnors,
contingent creditors, and
w11o may otherwise be interest
in lhe v.11 Of estate, Of both,
Mildred Opal Moody. A petillon
Probale has been filed by:Greg
A. Moody i1 the Superior Court
ca1~omia, counly of: Rivers'
The Petrtlon fo, probate reque
lhatGregory A. Moody be appo' ,
ed as personal representative
administer the estate of the de
denl. Th& petition request a
to administer the es1ate und8f
Independent Administration
Estates Act. (This aut/1ority 11
allow the personal representatiye

The independent adm,nlstration
authmity l'ill be granted unless an
interested person files an objecoon
lo the petition and shows good
cause why the court should nol
grant the authority. A hearing on
the petition l'ill be held in ltiis court
as follows: Date: October 25, 2007
Time: 9:00 a.m. Dept.. 10 Superior
Court of Calfornla, Counly of
Riverside, 4050 Main Street,
Riverside, CA 92501, Main
Branch. If you object to the granting of lhe petition, you should
·appear at the hearing aoo state
your objections or file written ·
objections with the court before the
hearing. You- appearance may be ,
in person or by your attorney. If )OU
are a craditor or a contingent credilor of the deceased, you must file
your claim with the court and mail a

to take many actions withoclt
obtaining oourt approval. Beff
taking certain very import
actions, however, the personal
resentative will be required log·
notice to interested persons' unle
they ha\-e waived notice 1>I'
sented to the proposed actio
The independenl administraf
authority will be granted unless
interested person files an objecti
to the petition .and shows
cause why the rourt should
grant the aulhmity. A hearing
1
the petition wil be held in this ro
as rc;1ows: Date: November ,
2007 Time: 9:00 a.m. D~l:;io
Superior Court . of C.lffornia,
County of Riverside, 4050 M~
Street, Riverside, CA 9250'i, Main
Branch. If you object to the granyng of the petition, you :shou~
appear at the heamg and stale
your objections or file Wlilt~
objections l'ith the court before 11\j!
heanng. Your appearance
be
in person or by your attorney. iif't'

The City of Riverside
'Firt Safety Inspector 1/11
$3988 - $5612
Final Filing: November 16, 2007

a

miY

This position performs a variety of fire safety education, prevention, inspection and enforcement duties.
'

Experience & Education
Level I: Three years experience ln fire, zoning, land use, or insurance relate~ inspection Work
or building construction, or municipal firefighling, or one year experience as a Fire Safety
Inspector.' Equivalent lo the completion of the twelfth grade, preferably supplemented by college level courses in fundamentals of fire prevention, fire protection equipment a nd systems,
or closely related course work. Up to two years of related college level education may substitute for the equivalent experience.
Level II: Two years experience as a fire safety inspector. Equivalent to the completion of the
twelfth grade, preferably supplemented by college level courses in Fire or Building
ln~pection, Code Enforcement, Hazardous Materials, Fire Protection Systems and Building

Please visit our website for more information and apply online: www.riversideca.gov
The City of Riverside Is an Equal Opportunity Employer

!Announcements

copy to the personal repre~
live appointed by lhe court ·
four mootns from the dale of fi
issuance of letter.s as provided
Probale Code section 9100. TI!,
time for filing claims l'ill nol
before four rronths from the hear,

s~ted to the proposed action.)

Components, or closely related coursework.

La,w

.

4290 Brockton Avenue
Riverside, CA 92501

3:00 P.M.

TU~SDAY

!Announcements 100

To mail or e!_ace your ad in person:

HOW TO REACH US:
951.682.6070

Deadlines

p. 11/1
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LIVING TRUSTS • WILLS • PROBATE
INCORPORATIONS • PARTNERSHIPS

are a creditor or a contingent
itor of the deceased, you
your ciaim l'ith the court and ~I
copy to the personal reprei tive appointed by the court
four months ~om the date o1.\iit
issuance d letters as pro~~ n
Probale Code section 9100~ The
time for filing claims will not ;,p;re
before four months from the hearing date noticed above. ~may
examine the file kept by ~ r t .
If you are a person intereslodin the
estate, you·mayfile with theoeurta
Request for Special No~ Jfo+
DE-54) of the filing of an in~onto/y
and appraisal of estate assets.ort
any petition or account as p!U~
in Probate Code section
Req~est fo, Special Notice fo
available from the court clef<.
Altomey for petffioner: Ha
.
Histen 71228, 1485 SpruC<t~,
Surte E, Riverside, CA 925Q7,;l5i682-41 21.
I
p 10/11, 10/18, 1n1s:.1111

nJ1

mg.

(951) 686-5193
3995 BROCKTON AVE., RIVERSIDE, CA 92501

t

NOTICE OF PETITIDN'fO '

O/ufemi
Specializing

FILE BANKRVPTCY

300 Law Firms

Un.lier New Law

Working Together

·lifiiPHi:+
www.i.aQdlawoffiees.com

.• SIINIJ Ewlll&•-~

• $1.GOdiJaluli wiflltftidkt.l.nisad
~~

&

UJM' Offices qj'

Aaron L. Turner
(?09)383-8480
• Agr,msile hr ooal l.epresentadOG
• Crimind t•~·
• Felonies & fisdffln11ors: ·
3.57 WC'St 2nd

-tR'et. Suite

fO •San Bcrnu.rdino, CA 92.40l

Sisterloc;;ks ,uIBfotherlocks n.

Blaids (Micro. Cornrow Etc.)
Locs/ TwlsWMaintenance
Ctukfren l/llelcom.

We will refer you to an
attorney that specializes in whatever your
legal n·e eds might be.
Our goal is to get you the best service possible.

adelphia.net

on.-Fri.
e Now Accept ATM

A FREE SERVICE! 1-800-500-7047
HOME LOANS FOR EVERYONE
Over 50 mortgag~ bankers working with
LeVias and Associates. We will refer
you to a mortgage banker that will get
you a loan. Refinancing or
·
Consolidation. Home loans for every:
one. Our job is to get you the best loan
possible. 1-800-500-7047

Ai:~:::T;~~s!~!o~ I

093095i .

CASE NUMBER RIP
To all heirs, beneficiaries, ~ o ,
contingent credrtors, and QfflO
who may otherwise be interest,ti
in the l'ill or estate, or bi>IA, <f.
Dennis Cai Moody. A petition f&r
Probate has been filed by:G<egofy

A. Moody in the Superior C<ltlrt~
California. County of~ S
Bernardino. The Petnion (or
bate requesls thal:Gregoiy .
Moody be appointed as p'e110n~1
repre~ntative to administer tt}8
estate of the decedent. The'l)etition
request authority to administer the
estate under the lndepeQ~ent
Administralioo of Estates Ag. (ttis
authority will allow the pea,ona1
representative 1o take Atany
actions without oblaininy
approval. Before taking cartar
ve,y important actions, ~v'.'f,
the personal representative 11:m
required to give nolice to intemtsl
persons unless they have walv<i:!
notice or ronsented lo th.. pr~ ·
posed action.) The independe,\t
administralion authority 'l,ijl {¼,
granted unless an interes~ i>ef-son files an objection to thirptjliti~
and shows good cause l)'hy tiy,
court should not grant the <Ill~·
ty. A hearing on the petitioltwiW

'tof

•

l!I

.

Magnolia Avenue. Ste.

iverside, CA 92506
o • PniM N' C'-!rt•tJloW.dll)'>Ctld

'f:

t

Continued on Pag; A•7

The Black Voice News
Continued from A-6
~ in this court as follows· Date:

.6,elnber

13, 2007 Time: 9:00
Dept.: 10 Superior Court of
1fomia, County of Riverside,
: Main Street, RiveNide, CA
, Main Branch. If you·object
to lhe granting of the petition, you
should appear at the hearing and
state your objections or file written
objections with lhe court before the
hearing. Your appearance may be
in P8l'°" or by your attorney. If you
are a.creditor or a contingent crednor cJf the deceased, you must file
your claim wilh lhe court and mail a
copylo the pe1SOnal representative
ap~ted by the coort within four
months from the date of first
lssua!ice of letters as provided n
Probate Code section 9100. The
time~ fling claims will not expire
beforl! four months from the hear•
Ing date noticed abcve. You may
exa11»ne the file kept by the court.
It yoo,are a person interested in the
esta!a, you may file with the court a
ReQUest for Special Notice (form
DE-5') or the rnirg of an inventory
and ~isal of estate assels or of
any petition or ac:oount as provided
In Probate Code section 1250. A

l'm.
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Request for Special Notice form is
available from the court clerk.
Attorney for petitionec Harry J
Histen 71228, 1485 Spruce Street,
Suite E, Riverside, CA92507, 951·
682-4121.
p. \0/11, 10/18, 10/25, 1111
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
ASA CAR SALE
10302 Wells Ave.
Riverside, CA 92505
Adel Salem Atallah
8028 Citricado Lane
Rive,side, CA 92508
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has oot yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all lhe information in
lhis statement is true and correct.
(A registrant who declares as true,
information \>tiich he or she knows
to be false is guilty of a crime.)
s/.Adel Atallah
The filing or this statement does
oot of itself authonze the use in this
state or a fictitious business name

Employment Opportunities

943

in violation of the rights or another
Ut1der federal, slate, or common
law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County or
Riverside on 10/02/07.
• I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy or the Original state•
men! on file In my office.
NOTICE: This lictitious business
name statement expires five years
from the date It was filed in the
Office of the County Cieri<. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before that
time. The filing of this statement
does oot ltse~ authorize the use in
lhis state of a Fictitious Business
Name In violation of the rights of
another under federal, s1ate or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
LARRY W. WARD, County Cieri<
FILE NO. R-2007-13733
p. 10/11, 10/18, 10/25, 11/1
The foliov,ing pelSOn(s) is (are)
dojng business as:
CALIFORNIA CHEER CATS
2140 Caballeros Road
Norco, CA 92860
PO Box 7050
Norco, CA 92860

I

~1

Employment Oppo,tunltles

I

JOIN THE SAN BERNARDINO
POLICE DEPARTMENT TEAM

Corona, CA 92882
Catherine Ame VanKernpen
2140 Caballeros Rd.
Norco, CA 92860

Sherry Ann Walker
21064 Box Springs Rd. #115
Moreno Valley, CA 92557

Helmuth Lionel Van Kempen
2140 Caballeros Rd.
Norco, CA 92860

This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the 'ficti•
tious name(s) listed abcve.
I declare that all the information in
this statement is true and correct.
(A reg~uant who dedares as true,
,iformation which he or she knows
to be false is guilty of a crime.)
s/.Sherry Walker
The fi6ng of this statement does
not of nsett authorize the use in this
state of a fictitious business name
in violation or the rights of another
under federal, state, or common
·1aw (sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County or
Riverside on 10/04/07.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
oorrect copy or the original state•
ment on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five yea,s
from the date It was filed in the
Office of the County Cieri<. A naw
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before that
time. The fifing of this statement
does oot ltsett authorize the use in
lhis state of a Fictitious Business
Name In violation o( the rights or
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
LARRY W. WARD, County Cieri<
FILE NO. R-2007-13843
p. 10/11, 10/18, 10/25, 1111

This business is conducted by
Individual • Husbard & Wfe.
Registrant has not yet begun to
ITMsact buSiness urder the ficti·
tious name(s) listed abcve.
I declare that all the information in
this statement is true and correct.
(A registrant who declares as true,
information which he or she knows
to be false is guilty of a Clime.)
s/.Cathenne Van Kempen
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in this
state of a fictitious business name
in violation of the righls of another
under federal, state, or common
law (sec. 1440 el seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of
Riverside on 9/19/07.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on file In my ollica
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five years
~om the date it was filed in the

Office or the County Cieri<. A naw
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before that
time. The filing of this stalement
does not itse~ authorize the use in
this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
1
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
LARRY W. WARD, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2007-13100
p. 10/11, 10/18, 10/25, 1111
The follO'Mng pelSOn(s) is (are)
doing business as:
ONESTA MORTGAGE GROUP,
INC.
1865 Baywood Dr. #205
Corona, CA 92881
Onesta Mortgage Group, Inc.
1865 Baywood Dr. #205
Corona, CA 92881
CALIFORNIA

The San Bernardino
Police Department
is NOW HIRING for the
position of Police Officer
$4,685 - $6,442
Monthly Salary

This business is conducted by
CaJ)Oratlon.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transaci business under the fictitious name(s) listed abcve.
I declare that all the information in
this statement is true and oorrect.
(A registrant who declares as true,
information which he or she knows
to be false is guilty of a crine.)
s/.Jullan T. Alston, President
The fililg of this statement does
not of ltsett au1horize the use in this
state of a fictitious business name
in violation of the rights of another
under federal, stale, or common
law (sec. 1440 el seq. b &p code)
Statemoot filed with the County of
Riverside on 10/03/07.

Additional positions include:
~ Law Enforcement Trainee
• Dispatcher
• Community Service Officer
• Records Technician

I hereby certify that lhis copy is a
co"ect copy of the original state·
ment on file In my office.
NOTICE: Th~ fictitious business
name statement expires five yeais
from the date It was filed In the
Office of the County Clerk. A new

The SBPD offers competitive salary,
medical, dental and vision benefits,
paid vacation and holiday time, sick
leave, 4/10 work schedule, bilingual
pay, education reimbursement and
POST incentive pay.

Fictitious

·• Interested applicants can download applica:tions at www.JoinSBPD.org or apply in person
at San Bernardino City Hall, located at 300 N .
"D" St. in San Bernardino
For additional information log on to
www.JoinSBPD.org
or contact the recruiter at

(909) 388-4918

Business

Name

Statement must be filed before that
lime The filing or ttis statement
does not Itself authorize the use in
this state of a FICIJtious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Sediori 14411,
Et Seq., Business ard Professions
Code).
LARRY W.WAAC, County Cter1<
FILE NO. R-2007-13809
p. 10/11, 10/18, 10/25, 1111

The f<>lo\Yi1g person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
REALTY AGENTS N LOAN OFFI•
CERS.COM
21064 Box Springs Rd. #115
Moreno Valk!y, CA 92557

The folfov,ing peiSOn(s) is (are)
dojng business as:
DRP TRUCKING
5066 Humboldt Cl
Riverside, CA 92507
Anthony Lamont Tyson
5066 Humboldt Ct.
Riverside, CA 92507
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictltio!Js name{s) listed abcve.
I declare that an the Information In
this statement is true and correct.
(A registrant who declares as true,
information which he or she knows
to be false is guilty of a Clime.)
s/.Anthony Tyson
The fil,ig of this statement does
not of Itself authorize lhe use in this
state of a fictitious business name
in violation of the rights of anothe(
under federal, state, or common
law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County or
Riverside on 10/09/07.
I hereby certify lhat this copy Is a
correct copy of the originarstatement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five years
from the date it was filed in the

Office or the County Cieri<. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must ba filed before that
time. The fiUng of this statement
does no1 l1Self authorize the use In
this state of a Flctillous Business
Nane in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
convnon law (See Sedan 144l1,
Et Seq , Business and Professions
Code).
LARRY W. WARD, County Cter1<
FILE NO. R-2007-14014
p. 10/11, 10/18, 10/25, 1111
The following pe1SOn(s) Is (are)
doilg business as:
HARTY"S MOTEL 7
953 W. 6th Street
Corona, CA 92882
Babubllai Ram Bhakta
953 W. 61h Street
Corona, CA 92882
Majuben Babubhal Bhakta
953 W. 6th Street
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This business is conducted by
Individual • Husband & Wfe.
Registrant commenced to transact
business under the fictitious busi•
ness name(s) listed abcve on
11/1979.
I declare that all the information In
this sta\ement is true and correct.
(A registrant who dedares as true,
information which he or she knows
to be faise is guilty of a crime.)
s/.Babubhai R. Bhak1a, C>,vner
The fiing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in this
state of a fictitious business name
i1 violation or the rights of another
under federal, state, or common
~ (sec. 1440 el seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with lhe County of
Riverside on 10/09/07.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of lhe original statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: rus fictitious business
name stalef!\llnt expires five yea,s
from the date It was filed in the
Office of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before that
time. The fiirg of this stalement
does oot ltseW authorize the use in
this state of a Fictitious Busihess
Name in violation of the righls of
aoolher under federal, stat~ or
common law (See Section 14411,
E1 Seq., Busiless and Professions
Code).
larry w. ward,·county Clerk
FILE NO. R-2007-14016
p. 10/18, 10/25, 11/1, 11/8

The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
LA MICHOACANA MKT
4110,VlcloriaAve,
Riverside Ca. 92507
Jaser. Elas Abedafana
13019AceciaAve
"1oreno Valk!y Ca, 92553
Mohammad NMN Abdelkarin
32825 Lamtanra Loop
Mdee Ca, 92584

TWs business is conducted by a
General Partne<ship
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact busiless under the ficti.
tious name(s) listed ebove.
I declare that an the information in
lhis statement is true and correct.
(A registrant who declares as true,
nformation which he 01 she knows
lo be false is guilty of a Clime.)
s/Mchammadabde/Karin
The filing of this statemenl does
not of itself authorize the use In this
state of a fictitious business name
n violation or the rights or another
under federal, state, or corrmon
law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement tiled with the County of
Riverside on 10/24,007
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original state•
ment (JI file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires nve years
from the date It was filed in the
Office of the County Clerl<. Anew
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed befon, that
lime. The fling of this statement
does oot ttser authorize the ..., In
lhls state of a Flctltioul Business

Name in violation of the 'rights of
another under federal, state or
common'law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business end Professions
Code).
larry w. wani, County Cieri<
FILE NO. R-2007-13308
p. 10/18, 10/25, 11/1, 1118

The following peiSOn(s) Is (are)
doing boslness as:

Tllis business is conducted by
lndiviwal
R~strant has not yet begun to
transact business under the ficti.
tious name(s) Isled above.
I declare that all the Information in
this statement is true and oorrecL
(A registrant who declares as true,
information which he or she knows
to be false is guilty of a Clime.)
s/lsabel Mez de Quinchez
The filing of this statement does
not of Itself authorize the use In this
state or a fidi!ious busiless name
In violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common
law (sec. 1440 el seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of
Riverside on 10/10/2007
I hereby certify that lhis copy is a
correct copy of the Original statement on file i1 my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five years
from the date It was filed in the
01f,ce of the County Cieri<. A new
Fictitious
Busiriess
Name
Statement must ba filed before that
time. The Hirg of this statement
does oot itself authorize the use in
this state of a Fictitious Buslness
Name in violation of the rights <I
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
larry w. ward, County Cieri<
FILE NO. R-2007-14052
p. 10/18, 10/25, 11/1, 11/8

The following peiSOn(s) is (are)
doing business as:
NURTURING
KNOWLEDGE
LEARNING CENTER
6940 lndana Avenue SUite 6
Riverside, Ca 92506
Academic Associates
Nurturing Knowledge Learning
Center
L.L.C, Ca
This business is conducted by
Limited
Liability
Company/Partnerslilp
Registrant has not yet begun to
transect busine5' under the ficti.
tious name(s) listed above.
I dec!Ke that all the information in
this statement is true and oorrect
(A registrant who declares as true,
nformation which he or she knows
lo be false is guilty of a Clime.)
s/Charon Chnsty,member
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize lhe use In this
state of a fictitious business name
i1 violation or the rights or another
under federal, state, or common
law (sec. 1440 el seq. b &p code)
Statement filed ~th the County of
Riverside on 09/24/2007
I hereby certify that lhls copy is a
correct copy or lhe original statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: rus fictitious business
name statement expires five years
from the date It was tiled in the
Off,ce of the County Cieri<. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be nled before that
time. The filing or this siaternent
does oot itself authorize the use in
this state of a Fictrtlous Business
Name In violation of the rights of
another' under federal, state or
common ~,(See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions

Cede).
larry w. ward, County Cieri<
FILE NO. R-2007-13301
p. 10/18, 10/25, 11/1, 1118

The foliov,ing peiSOn(s) is (are)
dc,ng buslness as:
DESERT EYE AND LASER
36921 Cook SL
Pelm Desert, Ca 92211

!SABEL.A'S BEAUTY SALON
8857 Phllbil Ave
Riverside, Ca. 92503

Dung Quoc Le M.O.
74401 E, Hovley Lane# 2321
Palm Desert, Ca. 92660 STE 103

Isabel Meza de Ouinchez
3872 Overland St
Riverside, Ca. 92503

Tllls business Is conducted by
Corporation
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact busiless uroer the ficti.

tious name(s) listed abcve.
I declare thai all the Information In
this statement is true and oorrect.
(Aregistrant who declares as true,
Information which he or she knows
to be lalse is guilty or a Clime.)
s/Dung Quoc Le, President
The filing of this statement does
not of ltsett authonze the use in lhis
state of a fictitious business name
in violation of lhe rights of another
under federal, stale. or common
law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of
Riverside on 09/27/2007
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original stateJI\Ont on file i1 my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
naml, statement expires five years
from the date it was filed in lhe
Office of the County Cieri<. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before that
time. The liing of this statement
does not itself authorize the use in
lhis state of a FICtitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
,irry w. ward, County Cieri<
FILE NO. 1-2007-03260
p. 10/18, 10/25, 1111, 11/8

The followtng pe1SOn(s) Is (are)
poing business as:
ATINA MUSIC ENTERTAINMENT
2985 Bnamaven Lane
Corona, Ca 92882
Anita NMN Bal,iga. Etta
2985 Briamaven Lane
Corona, Ca 92882
This business is conducted by
lndivi<ilal
Registrant commenced to transact
business under the ficti11ous busl·
ness name(s) listed above on
04/2006
I declare that all the lnformaticn In
this statement is true and correct
(A registrant wile declares as J[Ue,
information which he or she knows
to ba false Is guilty of a Clime.)
s/Anita NMN Ballnga
The filing of this statement does
not of ltsett authorize the use in this
state of a fictitious business name
in violation of the rights of another
under federal, stale, or common
~ (sec. 1440 el seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with lhe County of
RiversKle on 09/24/2007
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy or the original statemen! on file in my office.
~
NOTICE: rus fictitious busiless
name statement expires five years
from the date It was filed In the
Office of the County Cieri<. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before Iha!
time. The fiHng of this statement
does not itsett authorize the use in
this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the righls of
another under federal, state or
, common law (See Section 14411.
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
tarry w. ward, County Cieri<
FILE NO. R-2007-13329
p. 10/18, 10/25, 11/1, 11/8
The following per>on(s) Is (are)
doing business as:
GAR-CAST
13039 f,erra Canyon Or.
Moreno Valley, Ca. 92553

Adam Alanis Garcia .l'
13039 Tierra Canyon Or
Moreno Valley, Ca. 92553

Tllis business is conducted by
Individual
Registrant commenced to transact
business I.ride, the ficlJtious business narne(s) listed above on 1·
f7.95
I deda-e that all the ilfomtation In
this statement is true and correct.
(A registrant who dedares as true,
ilformation which he or she koows

943 1

Come Join The
Riverside County
Sheriff's
Department

The Riverside County Sheriff's Department currently
offers Hiring Retention Bonuses for the following
positions:

Sheriff 911 communjcatjons Officer I
Upon Hire - $800
6 Months - $800
12 Months - $1 ,600
24 Months - $3,200

36 Months - $3,200
48 Months - $3,200
60 Months - $3,200

s16,000 Total
correctiooal cook
Upon Hire - $500
6 Months - $500
12 Months - $1 000
24 Months - $2,000
1

36 Months - $2,000
48 Mooths - $2,000
60 Months - $2,000

s10,000 Total

Correctjonal Senior Food Seryjce Worker
Upon Hire - $500
6 Months - $500
12 Months - $1,000
24 Months - $2,000

36 Months ·_ $2,000
48 Months - $2,000
60 Months - $2,000
·

s10,000 Total
• Hire/Retention Bonus for Qualified Candidates Only Paid Over Five Year Period.

To apply and for more information on these positions
and others wit h the Riverside County Sheriff's
Department, visit our website at www,jojnrsd,org

to be false is guilty of a Clime.)
s/AIJam Alanis Garcia Jr
The 6ing of this statement does
not of ltsett authorize the
in this
state of a fictitious business name
in violation of the rights of aoother
under federal, state, or common
law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of
Riverside on 09/18/2007
'
I hereby certify that lhis copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on file" my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expi"es five years
from the date It was filed in the
Office of the Coonty Cieri<. Anew
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before that
time. The fiHng of this statement
does not itsett authorize the use In
this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in vidation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
convnon law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and ProfessiOl)s
Code).
larry w. ward, County Oer1<
FILE NO. R-2007-13047
p. 10/18, 10/25, 11/1_. 1118

41368 Stetsoll Avenue
Hemet, CA 92544

use

Brenda toni Willis
41368 Stetson Ave.
Hemet, CA 92544
This business is conducted by
Individual · Husbend & Wfe.
Registrant commenced to transact
business urder the fictitious business name(s) listed above on
09/16/2002.
I declare that all the information in
this statement Is true and correct.
(A registrant who declares as true,
information which he or she knows
to be false is guilty of a Clime.) •
s/...George E. Willis / Brenda Toni
Willis
The filirg or this statement does
not of Itself authorize the use' in this
state of a fictitious bu~ness name
in violation or lhe rights of another
under federal, state, or common
law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of
Riverside on 10/03/2007
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on file In my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious busness
name statement expires five years
rrorn the date It was filed in the
Office of the County Cieri<. A naw
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be flied before that
time. The ffling of this statement
does not itself authorize the use in
this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Larry W. ward, County Cieri<
FILE NO. R-2007-013764
p. 10/18, 1M5, 1111, 1118

The following person(s) i\ (are)
dojng business as:
CHESAPEAKE FALLS
8737 Chesapeake Lawe
Riverside, Ca. 92508
Homstend Haven
8737 Chesapeake Lawe
Riverside, Ca. 92508
This business is conducted by
Corporation
Registrant commen<ed to transact
business under the fictitious business name(s) listed above on Feb2007
I declare Iha! all the information in
this statement is true and correct.
(A registrant who declares as true,
K1formation which he or she knows
to ba false is guilty of a aime.)
s/Priscilla NMN Ugante, President
The friing or this statement does
not of itsett aulhonie the use in this
state of a fictitious busiless name
in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common
law (sec. 1440 el seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of
Riverside on 10/05/29()7
I hereby certify that this copy Is a
correct copy of the original state•
ment on fie in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five years
from the date it was filed in the
Office of the County Cieri<. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before that
time. The 1iing or this'Statemenl
does oot itself authorize lhe use in
this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411, Et Seq., Busness and Professions
Code).
tarry w. ward, County Cieri<
FILE NO. R-2007-13939

p. 10/18, 1M5, 1111. 1118
The following peiSOn(S) Is (are)
doing business as:
DELICIOUS DISH EVENTS
THE DELICIOUS DISH
THE DELICIOUS OtSH EVENTS
DELICIOUS DISH
3385 ~lencia Hi\ Drive
Riverside, Ca 92500
Lauren Jeanne Lee
3385 Valencia Hill Drive
Rivemle, Ca. 92506
Brent William lee
3644 Valencia Hill Drive
Riverside, Ca, 92506 .
This business is conducted by Copartners
Registrant has 001 yet begun to
transact business under the ficti.
tious name(s) listed abcve.
I declae that an the infonmaticn In
this statement is true and correct.
(A registrant who declares as true,
nfonmation wlllch he or she knows
to be false is guilty of a Clime.)
s/Brent Wiliarn Lee
The fiing of this statement does
not of itsett authorize the use in this
state of a fictitious business name
rt violation or the rights or another
under federal, state, or common
law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of
Riverside on 10/0312007
I hereby certify Iha! this copy is a
correct copy or the original sta1emen1 (JI file in my office.
NOTICE: rus fditious business
name statement expires five years
from the date It was filed in the
Office of the County Cieri<. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before· that
time. The fiing of this statement
does not ltsett authorize the use in
this state of a FICtitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professioos
Code).
Larry W. ward, County Cieri<
FILE NO. R-2007-13765
p. 10/18, 10/25, 11/1, 11/8
STATEMENT OF ABANDONMENT OF USE OF FICTITIOUS
BUSINESS NAME
The following fictitious business
name(s) has been abandoned by
the follov,irg person(s):
TROPICANA JUICES
12125 Day SL V213
Moreno Valey, CA 92557
Pedro Canchola
25124 Joshua Ave.
"1oreno Veley, CA 92553
This busi,..,ss Is conducted by:
Individual.
The fictitious business name(s)
referred to abcve was filed In
Riverside County on 1/24/07
I declare that all the information In
this statement is true and oorrect.
(Aregistrant who dedares as true.
nforrnatlon whlclt he or she koows
to be false is Qllllty of a crime.)
s/... Pedro Candlola.
This statement was filed with the
County Cleric or Riverside County
on10/12/07
Larry w. Ward, County Cieri<
FILE NO. R-2007-01178
p. 10/18, 10/JS, 11ft, 1118

The f<>IC1Mng pe1SOn(s) Is (are)
dong business as:
B& G Upholsttry
41368 Stetson Ave.
Hemet CA 92544
P.O. Box 367
Hemet CA 92546-0367
George Edward WIiis

The followirg person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
COOKS CUDDLE CARE
27470 Delphinium Ave.
Moreno Valley, CA 92555
Oorilha Leticia Cook
27470 Delphinium Ave.
Mor"'!° Valley, CA 92555

.

This business is conducted by
lndivt<I.Jal.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact bu~ness under the ficti.
Haus name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the inlomtatlon in
this statement is true and correct.
(A registrant wile declares as true,
information which he or she knows
to be false Is guilty of a crime.)
s/...Dorilha Cook
The filing of this statement does
not of Itself authorize the use In this
state of a fictitious business name
in viola)ion of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common
law (sec. 1440 el seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of
Riverside on 9/20/2007
I he,eby certify that this copy is a
oorrect copy ot the Original state.

.

ment on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
neme statement expires five years
from the date It was filed in the
Office or the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed befora that
time. The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the use i1
this state <I a FICtitious Business
Name In violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et·Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Larry W. Ward, County Cieri<
FILE NO. R-2007-013176
p. 10/f8, 10/25, 1111, 11/8
ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE FOR
CHANGE OF NAME
CASE NUMBER RIC 482894
To All Interested Pe1SOns:
Petiloner: Cendy Bennerdino filed
a petition wilh tlis court for a
decree changing names as klllows:
CENDY BERNARDINO to CINDY
BERNARDINO. The Court Orders
that al pelSOnS inlerseted in this
matter shall appear before this
court at the hearing Indicated
below to show cause, ~ any, why
the petition for cltange of name
should not be granted.
Date: 11127/07 rme: 8:30 Dept.: 1
The address of the court is:
Superior Court of California,
County of Riverside, 4050 Main
Streel, (P.O. Box 431 ), Riverside,
CA 92502-0431 . A copy of this
Order to Shew Cause shall be published at least onoe each week for
four sucoesslve weeks prior to the
date set for hearing m the petition
In the tolowing ,..,wspaper of general circulation, printed in this
county: Black Voice.
Date: Oct. 12, 2007
Dallas Holmes, Judge of the
Superior Court
p. 10/18, 1M5, 1111, 1118

The !<>lowing person(s) Is (are)
dojng business as:
BACK TO THE GARDEN
11001 Old Perris Blvd.
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
12625 Fredertck St. 1-5 #173
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Marie,.., Kathryn Ethans
1101 Old Perris Blvd.
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
This business is conducted by
Individual
Registrant commenced to transact
business ...... the fictitious business name(s) listed above on
1/1/03.
I declare that all the information in
this statement is true and correct.
(A registrant who declares as true,
information \>tiich he or she knows
to be false is guilty of a Clime.)
s/..Martene Elhans
The filing of this statement does
not of Itself aulhonze the use in this
state of a fictitious business name
In violation of the rights or another
under federal, staia. or common
law (sec. 1440 et seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of
Riverside on 10/17/2007
I hereby certify that this copy Is a
correct copy ot the original statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five years
from the date It was filed in the
Office of the County Clerk. A naw
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before that
bme. The fll119 of tlis statement
does not itself authorize the use In
this state of a Ftctilious Bu~ness
Name n violation of the rights of
another urdar federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions

The Black Voice News
Code).
lany w. wart!, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2007-14327
p. 1lV25, 11/1, 1118, 11/15
The followv,g person(s) Is (are)
doing business as:
BUTTERFIELD DENTAL GROUP
33321 Temecula Pkwy, Sutte 104
Temecula, CA 92592
M,rgarita Dental, Inc.
20151 VIV8 Cn:le
Huntington Beach, CA 92646
CALIFORNIA
This business is conducted by
Corporation
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business lflder the ficti.
tlous name(s) listed above.
I declare lhat all lhe information in

this statement is true ard correct.
(A registranl who declares ai true,
infonnalion which he or she knows
to be false is guilty of a crime.)
s/..Huey Tr"'1, CEO/Owner
The filing of lhis statement does
not of itself aulhorize the use in lhis
state of a fictitious business name
in violation of the riglts of another
unde! federal, state, or common
law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statemenl filed with lhe County of
Riverside on 10/11/2007
I hereby certify lhat' lhis copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This flclltious business
name statement ex~res five years
from lhe date tt was filed in lhe
Office of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious · Business
Name
Statemenl must be filed before lhat
time. The filing of lhls statement
does not Itself authorize lhe use in
this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
a,mmon law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
tarry w. ward, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2007-14100
p. 10/25, 11/1, 11/8, 11/15
The following pe,son(s) is (are)
doing business as:
ITS INYOUR HAND
11645 Blue Jay Court
Moreno Valley, CA 92557

Gwendol)n Marie Criswell
11645 Blue Jay Court
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
This business is conducted by
Individual
Reg(slranl has not yet begun to
transact business under the ficti•
tious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the intormalion in
this statement Is true and correct
(A registrant who declares as true,
infonnation wlich he or she knows
to be false is guilty of a crime.)
s/..Gwendolyn M. Criswell,
President
The filing of this statement does
not of ltseff authorize the use in this
state of a fictitious business name
in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common
law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p a>de)
Statement filed With the County of
Riverside on 10/12/2007
I hereby certify lhat this copy is a
com,d copy of lhe original stat&ment on file in my olf<:e.
NOTICE: This fic1ltlous busiless
name statement e,pi.,s five year.
from the dale it was filed in lhe
Office of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statem(lllt mus1 be filed be(ore lhat
time. The filing of lhis stalement
does not Itself autrorize lhe use in
lhis state of a Rctitlous Business
Name In violation of the rights of
another under federal, state cir
common law (See Section 14411,
El Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
larry w. wad, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2007-14173
p. 10/25, 1111, 1118, 11115

The fot~ng peraon(s) is (are)
doing business as:
MEDIA EXPRESSIONS •
7520 Orchard Street, sune 30
Riverside, CA 92504
P.O. Box 52196
Riverside, CA 92517
Renuka Gudla Gupta
7520 Orchard SL #30
Riverside, CA 92504
This business is conducted by
Individual
Registrant has .ool yet begun lo
~ansact business urder Iha ficti.
tious name(s) listed above.
I declare lhat all the information in
lhis stalement is true and correct.
(A registrant who declares as true,
information which he or she knows
to be false is guilty of a crime.)
s/.. Renuka Gupta
The filing of this statement does
not of ltseff autlhofize the use In this
state of a fictitious business name
in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common
law (sec. 1440 et seq. b &p a>de)
Statement filed wilh the County of
Riverside on 10/19/2007
I hereby certify that this a,py is a
oorrect copy of the original statement on file in my office,
NOTICE: This fictitious· business
name statement expires five years
from the date n was filed in the
Office of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statemen\ must be filed before lhat
time. The fiing of !his statement
does not ~sett authorize the use in
this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of lhe rigits of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
tarry'w. ~•rt!, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2007-14529
p, 10/25, 1111, 11/8, 11115
Tl)e following person(s) Is (are)
doing business as;
P.A.C.
FINANCIER
LTD.
LIABILITY CO.
25189 Logan Berry Cl
Moreno Valley, CA 92551
P.A.C. Financier Lid. Liabilfy Co.
21589 Logan Berry Ct.
Moreno valley, CA 92551
CALIFORNIA
This business is conducted by
Limited
Liability
Company/Partnership
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business lflder lhe ficti.
tioos name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information i1
this statement is tnie and oorrec:t
(A regis1rant who declares as true,

infonnation which he or she knows

to be false is guilty of a crime.) .
s/..Abbas Abdullah, President
The filing of lhis statement does
not of itself authorize Iha use in lhis
state of a fictitious bus,iess name
in viclation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common
law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p a>de)
Statement filed wilh lhe County of
Riverside on 10/17/2007
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct a>py of the original stalement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This ·fictitious business
name statement expires five years
from the dale it was filed in the
Office of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement mus1 be filed before lhat
time. The filing ol lhis stalement
does not itself authcrize the use In
this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of lhe rights of
anolher under federal, state or
COlmlOn law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
larry w. ward, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2007-14332
p. W25, 11/1, 1118, 11/15
The following peraon{s) is (are)
doing business as:
SISTERS IN LOVE CANDLES
GLYCERIN OR COCONUT
SOAPS & BALLOON DESIGN &
ART &CRAFTS
8182 Coleman St.
Riverside, CA 92504
P.O. Box 7224
Riverside, CA 92513
Patricia Ann Wdliams-Triplett
3252 Glenbfook Sl
Riverside, CA 92503
Sadie Mae Williams
8182 Coleman St.
Riverside, CA 92504
Edna Marie Wiliams
2737 Monroe St
Riverside, CA 92504
Bettie Ann Williams
10717 Collett Ave.
Riverside, CA 92505
This business is conducted by CoPartners
Reg5trant has nol yet begun to
transact business under the ficti.
tious name(s) l5ted above.
I declare that all the Information in
this statement is true and correct.
(A registrant who declares as true,
information which he or she knows
lo be false is guilly of a crine.)
s/..Patricia A. Williams-Triplett
The fi6ng of this statement does
not of itsett authorize the use in this
state of a fictitious business name
in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common
law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed l>ilh lhe County of
Riverside on 10/12/2007
I hereby certify thal lhis copy is a
•correct copy of the original stat..
ment on file In my office.
NOTICE: Th~ fictitious business
name statemenl expires five years
from the date It was filed in lhe
Office of Iha County Clerk. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before lhat
time. The filing of this statement
does not itsett authorize the use 1n
this state of a Rctitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
aoolher under federal, state or
common law (See Secthn 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Prolessions
Code).
larry w. ward, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2007-14182
p. 10l25, 11/1, 11/8, 11115
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:,
HEAVENLY HOOKED
37271 Ascella Lane
Murrieta, CA 92563

Vanessa Alejandra Hook
37271 Ascella Lane
Murrieta, CA 92563
This business i, co~ducted by
Individual
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business 111der the ficti.
tious name{s) listed above.
I declare lhat aH lhe information in
this statement is true and correct.
(Aregistranl who declares as true,
information which he or she knows
to be false ts guilty of a crime.)
s/..Vanessa Hook
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use nthis
state of a ficlilious bu_slness name
in violation of the rights of anolher
under federal, state, or common
law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p a>de)
Statement filed with lhe County of
Riverside on 10/15/2007
I hereby certify that lhis copy is a
correct a>py of the original stat..
ment on 6e in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement exJires five year.
from the date it was filed in the
Office of the Counly Clerk. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before lhat
time. The filing of this statement
does not ttsalf aulhorize the use in
this slate of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, stale or
wmmon law !See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions

Code). '
tarry w. wart!, County aert
FILE NO. R-2007-14253
p. 10/25, 11/1, 11/8, 11/15 .
The folloWing peraon(s) is (are)
doing busness as:
ZAVAJ..A PROCESS SERVICES
3509 Lillian St.
Riverside, CA 92504
51!18Ar1ingtonAve. PMB#189
•
Riverside, CA 92504
Lucila Ochoa (NMN)
3509 Lillian St.
Riverside, CA 92504
This business 1s conducted by
Individual
Registrllnt commenced to transact
business under the fictitious business name(s) listed above on
1997.
I declare lhat an the Information in.
lhis statement is true and correct.
(A registrant who declares as true,
infomnation which he or she knows
to be false is guilty of a crime.)
s/.. Lucila Ochoa
The filing of lhis statement does
not of ttseff aulhorize the use in lhis
state of a fictioous business name
in violation of the rights of another
under federal, stale, or ccmmon
law (sec. 1440 el seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of
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Riverside on 10/16/2007
I hereby certify that lhis copy is a
a>rrect copy of the original stale·
ment on file In my office.
NOTICE: Th5 fictitious business
name statemenl expires five years
korn the dale It was filed in lhe
Office of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before that
time. The filing of !his statement
does not ttseff aulhorize the use in
this state of a Fictitious Business
Nana in violation of the rights of
anolher under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq,, Business and Professions
Code).
Larry W. Wart!, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2007-14288
p, 10l25, 1111, 11/8, 11/ 15
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
SOUND MIND
5401 Peacock Ln.
Riverside, CA 92505
Jessa Gabriel Ramiraz
5401 Peacock Ln.
Riverside, CA 92505
This business is conducted by
Individual
Reglstranl has not yel begun to
transact business under lhe ficti•
tious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all lhe information in
lhis statement is true and cooed.
(A registranl who declares as true,
information which he or she knows
to be false is guilty of a crime.) '
s/..Jesse Ramirez
The filing of thlS statement does
not of Itself authorize the use in this
state of a fictitious business name
in violation of lhe riglts of another
under federal, state, or common
law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of
Riverside on 10/23/2007
I hereby certify lhat lhis copy is a
correct copy of the original state•
ment on file in my office.
NOtlCE: This fictitious business
name slalement expires five years
from the date , was filed in the
Office of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before that
time. The filing of this statement
does not nseff autrorize lhe use in
this state of a Fictitious Bu~ness
Name In violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
a,mmon law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Larry W. Wart!, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2007-14588
p. 10/25, 11/1, 1118, 11115
Notice of Applicalion to Sell
Alcoholic Beverages
Date bf Filing AppHcation:
September 14, 2007
To Whom It May Concern:
The Name(s) of the Appicant(s)
is/are:
YARD HOUSE RIVERSIDE LLC
The applicants listed above are
applying to the Department of
Alcoholic Beverage Control to sell
ak:oholic beverages at:
ms TYLER ST #1 A
RIVERSIDE, CA 92503-4157
Type of liceose(s) Apple<! for:
47-0N-SALE GENERAL EATING
PUCE

p. 10/25, 11/1, 11/8

STATEMENT OF WITHDRAW.AL
FROM PARTNERSHIP OPERATING UNDER FICTmous BUSINESS NAME
The following person has wtth•
drawn as a general partner from
the partnership operating under the
fictitious bu~ness name of:
COMPETITION
EQUINE
TRANSPOORT
42367 Thornton Ave.
Hemet, CA 92544
Deborah L)nn Schuerman
42367 Thornton Ave.
Hemet, CA 92544
This business ts conducted by: CoPartners.
.The fictlous business name(s)
referred to above was fried in
Riverside County on 9/t 4/05
I declare that lhe information in lhis
statatement is lnle and a>nect. (A
registrant whc· declares as true,
information which he or she
knnows to be false is guilty of a
crime.)
s/... Oeborah L. SdlJerm.11
This statement was filed wilh the
CoUlty Clerk of Riverside County
on 10/15/07.
Larry W. Ward, County Clark
FILE NO. R-2005-11786
p. 10/25, 11/1, 1118, 11/15

NOTICE OF PETmON TO
ADMINISTER ESTATE OF
WILLIAM JAMES PARKER
CASE NUMBER HEP 000966
To all heirs, beneficiaries, credttors,
contingent creditors, and persons
wt'O may otheMise be interested
in the will or estale, or bolh, ot
William James Parker. A petition
for Probate has been filed by:
Laure A. Parker in lhe Superior
Court of Califomia, County of:
Riverside. The Petttlon for probate
requests lhat: Laure A. Parker be
appointed as personal representative to administer lhe estate of the
decedent. The petition request
autrority to aaninister the estate
under
the
lndependenl
Administration of Estates Ad. {This
authority will aUow the personal
representative to take many
action_, without obtaining a>urt
approval. Before taking certain
very important actions, haNever,
the pe,sonal representative will be
required lo give notice to interested
persons unless lhey have waived
nolice or consented to the proposed action.) Jhe independent
administration authority will be
granted unless an interasted person.files an objection to the petiion
and shews good cause why lhe
court should not grant the authorily. A hearing on the petition \>ii be
held in lhis cwtas follows: Date:

and mail a copy to lhe personal
representative appointed by the
court wtthln four monlhs from the
date of first issuance of letters as
provided. n Probate Code section
9100. The time for filing daims wil
not expire before four months from
lhe hearing date noticed above.
You may examine the file kept by
the court. If you are a person Interested in the estale, you may file
with the court a Requesl for
Special Notice {form DE-54) of the
fiing of an inventory and appraisal
of estate assets or of any petition
or account as provided in Probate
Code section 1250. A Request for
Special Notice form is avaHeble
from lhe court clerk.
Attorney for petitioner: Michael C.
Conti, 901 S. State St.. Ste. 100,
Hemet, CA 92543
951-652-1400.
p. 10/25, 1111, 1118, 11115
The folklwing person(s) Is (are)
doing business as:
Highlands Enterprises
50660 Eisenhcwer Or #1513
La Quinla. CA 92253
Jason Charles Douglas
50660 Eisenhower Dr #1513
La Quinta, CA 92253
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet commenced
to transact business under Iha ficti.
tious business name(s) listed
above.
I declare lhat all the Information in
lhis statement is true and oorrect.
(A registrant who declares as true,
information which he or she knows
to be false is guilty of a crime.)
sf.Jason Charles Douglas, °"'1er
The ruing of this statement dQes
not of itself authorize the use in lhis
state of a fictitious business name
in violation of lhe rights of another
under federal, state, or common
law (sec. 1440 el seq, b &p code)
Statement file? with the County of
River.Ide on 10/15/07.
I hereby certify lhat this COjly ts a
com,d copy of the original statemenl on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five year.
from the date tt was filed in the
Office of the CoUlty Clerk. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement mus1 be filed before lhat
time. The ning of this statement
does not Itself authorize lhe use in
lhis stale of a Rctitlous Business
Name In violation of Iha rights ol
another under federal, state or
corrvnon law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Larry W. Wart!, County Cieri<
FILE NO. 1-2007-03446
p. 11/1, 11/8, 11/15, 11/22
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
Ado Complete Lawn Service
22915 Markham Ln
Perris, CA 92570
\\llliam Erik Andres Domingo
22915 Markham Ln
Perris, CA 92570
This business is oonducted by
Individual.

Registrant has not yet a>mmenced
to transact business under the fictitious business name(s) listed
above.
,I declare lhat all the information in
this statement ~ -.e and correct.
(A registrant who declares as true,
~formation which he or she knows
to be false Is guilty of e crime.)
s/.Wi liam Erik Andres Domingo,
Owner
The filing of this statement does
nol of ttsatt authoriie the use in this
state of a fictitious business name
in violation of the rights of anaher
under federal, state, or common
law (sec. 1440 et seq. b &p a>de)
Statement filed wrth lhe County of
Riverside on 10/19/07.
I heraby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original state•
menl on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five years
korn the date It was filed in lhe
Office of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must-be lied before that
time. The filing of lhis statement
does not ttseff authorize the use in
lhis state of a Ficlitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal. state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Larry W. Ward, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2007-14479
p. 1111, 1118. 11115, 11m
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
V.M.C. Ap~iance Co.

Virx:ent M. Cagigas
6445 Stover Ave
Riverside, CA 92505
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registranl has not yet commenced
to transact business under the fictitious business name(s) listed
above.
I declare' that all the infonnation i1
this stalemenl Is true and correct.
(A registrant who declares as true,
information which he or she knows
to be false is guilty of a crime,)
s/.Jason Charles Douglas, Owner
The filing of !his statement does
not of itseW authorize the use i1 this
stale of a fictitiO',JS business name
in violation of the rigits of another
under federal, state, or a>mmon
law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Stalemenl filed with the County of
Riverside on 10/25/07.
I hereby certify that lhis copy Is a
correct copy of the original statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five years
from the date tt was filed in the

Thursday, November 1, 2007.

Name In violation of the rights of
another under federal, slate or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Larry W. Wart!, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2007-14n3
p. 11/1: 11/8, 11/15, 11/22

Flctitioos
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before lhal
time. The filing of tt-1• statement
does not ltseW authorize the use in
lhis state of a Fictitiou, Business
Name in violation of the rights of
anolher under federal, state or
a,mmon law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Larry w.Ward, County aerk
FILE NO. R-2007-14729
p. 1111, 11/8, 11/15, 11/22

The folowing person!•) Is (are)
doing business as:
Statewide Insurance Services
13800 Heacod< Street Sle. C214
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

Hagler Ent81J)rises Inc.
13800 Heacod< S\ Ste. C214
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
This business is conducted by
Cotporation.
Reglstranl has not yet commenced
to transact business under the fictl.
tious business neme(s) isled

Ashlyn Enise Bames
9760 Brookline Ave
Desert Hot Springs, CA 92240

above.

This business is a>ndocted by Copartners.
Registrant has not yet corrmenced
to transalCt business under the fict!.
tious business name(s) listed
above.
I declare that au lhe information In
this statement is true and _com,d.
(A registrant wt'O declares es true,
information which he or she knows
to be false Is gully of a crime.)
s/.Ashlyn Enise Bames and Lisa
Marie Mlrtinez, Owners
The filing of Ins statement does
not of itself authorize the use in this
state of a fictitious business name
In violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common
law (sec. 1440 et. saq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the Colllly of
Riverside on 10/17/07.
I hereby certify lhat this copy is a
correct copy of lhe original stat..
ment on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five years
from lhe date It was filed in the
Office of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before lhat
time. The fling of th~ statement
does not itself authorize the use in
lhis state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
a>mmon law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Bu~ness and Professions
Code).
Larry W. Wart!, County Clerk
I FILE NO. 1-2007-03487
p. 11/1, 11/8, 11/15, 11/22
The following ~ s ) Is (are)
doing business as:
A1 Investigations
69658 Stafford Place
cathedral City, CA 92234
James M. Yotes Jr.
69658 Stafford Place
cathedral Ctty, CA 92234

This bu~ness Is conductod by
lndvidual.
Registrant has not yet commenced
to transact business under the fidl.
tious business name(s) listed
above.
I dedere that all the Information In
this statement b true and correct.
(A regls1rant who declares as true,
information which he or she knows
to be false Is gulty of a crime.)
sf.James M. Votes Jr., Owner
The filing of this statament does
not of ltseff authorize the use in this
stale of a fictitious business name
in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common
law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p a>de)
Statement filed with the County of
Riverside on 10/12/07.
I hereby certify lhat lhis copy Is a
correct copy of the original statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fiditious business
name statement expires five years
from lhe date It was filed in the
Office d lhe County Clerk. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Stalement must be filed before that
time. The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the use in
this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in viclation of lhe rights of
anolher under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Larry W. Wan!, County Clerk
FILE NO. 1•2007-03428
p. 11/1, 11/8, 11115, 11/22
The following person(s) Is (are)
doing business as:
Easy Brealhng
3903 Broddon Ave #2
Riverside, CA 92501

Asa Lloyd Hawkins
124 N. Foolhill Blvd
Rialto, CA 92376
This business Is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant ha, commenced to
transact business under the ficti.
tious business name(s) listed
above on 10/01/2007.
I declare that all Iha ,iformatlon in
lhis statement is true and oorrect.
(A registrant who declares as true,
information wh~ he or she knows
to be lalse is guilty of a crime.)
s/.Asa Lloyd Hawkins, Owner
The fiing of this statement does
not of ltseff authorize the use in this
state of a fictitious business name
in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or comnon
law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed With the County of
Riverside on 10/26/07.
I hereby cer1ify lhat this copy Is a
oorred copy of lhe original statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five years
from lhe dale it was filed in the
Office of lhe County Clerk. A new
Fictttious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before that
lime. The filing of lhls statement
does nol itself authorize the use in

I declare lhat all the information In
lhls statement ~ true and COf™:t.
(A registrant who declares as true,
information which he or she knows
to be false is guilty of a crime.)
s/. Hagler Enterprises Inc., Owner
The filing of this statement does
not of ltsef authorize the use in lhb
state of a fictitious business name
In violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common
law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p a>de)
Statemenl filed With the County of
Riverside on 10/23/07.
I hereby certify lhat this copy ts a
oorred copy of the original statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expres five years
from the date It was filed in the
Office of the County Clerk. A new
Rctitiou,
Bu,ine"
Name
Statement 1)1USI be filed before that
time. The filing of lhis statement
does not ttsatt autt'<llize the use In
lhis state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Larry W. Ward, County Clerk
· FILE NO. R-2007-14621
p, 11/1, 1118, 11/15, 11/22

NO. 07406137
Prospective bid!Jer$ are hereby
notified that the Inland Valley
Development Agency ("IVOA•
and/or 'Ownef) will receive
sealed bid proposals for the
Leland Norton Wey from Harry
Sheppard to 3rt! Street and Rialto
Avenue from Leland Norton Way
u, Del Rosa Avenue. Such proposals will be received until 2:00
P.M. on Tuesday, December 4,
2007, at IVDA's office, attention
aer1< of the Board, at which time
said bids wiH be publicly opened
and read. The selectod contractor
shall construct all irnprovemef11s
in eccordance with EDA Financial
Aeslstance Award Regulatory
Requirement,. My questions
ehaH be directed to Mr, Roberto
Ramirez, P.E., Senior Project
Manager, Cordoba Corporation,
(714) .
558-6124
or
rramlrez@cordobacorp.com.
Contract Documents may be
obtained from Owner, 294 s.
Leland Norton Way, Suite 1, San
Bemarolno, Callfomla 92408,
up!>n pavm,nt of e one hundred
dollars ($100) nonrefundable fee.
Make all checks payable lo
"Inland Valley Development
f,qency.' Each proposal must be
accompanied by a certified or
cashle(s check or bid bond for
ten percent (10%) of maximum
amount(s) bid, or equivalent Sllbstitutlon in lieu of a bond as
authorizsd by Civil Code Section
995.710. Said check shall be
made payable to the Inland Valley
Development Agency and when
delivered With a proposal, shal
consttute a guaranty that bidder
will, W en award Is made 1o
him/herAf in accon!ance with the
terms of said biijder's proposals:
execute a contract on the
Owne(s standaro form, together
l>ith Labor Code Certification
thereon; furnish contract perfomtance end payment bonds with a
co,porate surety or suratles satisfactory to the Owner, or equva•
lent substitution in lieu of bonds,
eadl (or oot less than one-hlll·
dred porctnt (100%) of total bid
price; furnish certificates of lnslx·
ance evidencing that aH inwance coverage requred by the
contralcl has been secured. It Is
the Contracl:,r's responsfbilfy lo
obtain from the Director of the
Department
of
Industrial
Relations the general prevailing
rate of per diem wages and the
general prevarnng rate for holiday
and overtime work. Each contractor to whom acontrad is awart!ed
must pay the prevaiUng rates and
post copies thereof at the Job site.
OWner reserves the right to reject
any and all proposals, to waive
any irreguamy or to award the
contract to other then the iowe,t
bidder. Bidder may not withdraw
his/herrrts bid for thirty (30) days
after bid opering. Contracto, Is
advised lhat he/she/rt may, at
his/herfr1s sole cost and """"""'•
substilJla seaJities equivalent to
any monies withheld •by the
Owner to insure performance
under the contact. Such securities shaJI be deposited with the
1\/0A or With a State or Federally
Chartered Bank as escrow agent
who shan pay Such monies to the
Contractor upon satisfactory
completion of the contract. The
Contractor shan be the beneficial
owner of any securities substituled for monies withheld and ehaR
receive any interest thereon.
Securities eligible for Investment
under this section shall Include
those listed in Govemment Code
Section 16430 or bank or savings
and loan certificates of deposit
The 1VDA reserves the riglt to
accept or reject any or all bids
and to waive any inf0rrnalities or
irregularitiee in any bid. Award of
contract is subject to US
Department of Comrnorce,
Economic
Development
Adr11nistration Approval. Inland
Valley Devetopmt!ll Agency San
Bernardino, ca1worn1a
p. 1118, 11115, 11122, 11/29/07
CNS-1221972#

ABSOLUTE AUCTION
LAST DOLLAR RANCH

The following person(s) Is (are)
doing business as:
Hemet Mortgage
555 E. Florida Ave
Hemet, CA 92543

Roxanne Tran
16948 Siem, VIS!a Way
Cerritos, CA 9!)703
This business is C<>nducted by
General Partner!hlp.
Registrant has not yet i:ommenced
to transact business under lhe fictl.
tious business name(s) listed
allbve.
I declare Iha\ all the Information in
this statement is true and conect.
(Aregistrant who declares as true,
information which he or she knows
lo be false is guilty of a crine.)
s/. Isidora Gregorio, Owner
The filng of this sllalement does
not of ltsalf authorize the use inthis
state of a fictitious business name
in violation of lhe rights of anclher
under federal, stale, or cornrnon
law (aec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filod l>ith lhe County of
Riversije on 10/12/07.
I he!9by certify that this copy Is a
correct copy of lhe original statement on file In my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five yeirs
m:m the date h was flied In the
Office of the Counly Clerk. Anew
Flctltioo,
Business
Name

Hemet Mortgage Solutions, Inc.
555 E. Florida Ave
Hemet, CA 92543
This business Is condJcted by
Cotporation.
Reg~trant has not yet commenced
to transact business under the ficti.
tious business name(s) listed
above.
I declare that all the information in
lhis statement is true ard correct.
(A registrant who dederes as true,
information which he or she knows
to be false Is guilty of a crime.)
s/. Hemel Mortgage Solutions,
Owner
The filing of lhls statement does
not of ltsalf authorize Iha use In this
state of a fictitious business name
In violation of the rights of another
ll1der federal, state, or common
law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Stalemenl lied with the Counly of
Riverside on 10/26/07.
I hereby certify lhat tt,s copy Is a
correct copy of the original state·
ment on file in my office.

NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five years
from the date It was filed In the
Office of lhe County aer1<. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before lhat
time. The filing of !his statement
does not ttsatt aulhorize the use in
Ins state of a FICtitious Business
Name in violation of lhe righls of
anolher under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Larry W. Wart!, County Cler'<
FILE NO. R-2007-14770
p. 11/1, 11/8, 11/15, 11/22
NOTICE OF PETITION TO
ADMINISTER ESTATE OF:
Michael Joel Schafer
case number 093132
To ell heirs, beneficiaries, creditors,
contingent credttors, and persons
who may olherwise be interested
in the will or estate, or both, of:
Michael J. Schafer
A petition for probate has been
filed by: Sharolyn Schafer
In lhe Superior Court of Cal~ornia.
CoUlty of~verside
The petition requests autrorily to
adminster lhe estate under the
Independent Adminlslralion of
Estates Act. (This authority will
allow the personal repn,sentative
to take many actions without
·obtaining court approval. Before
taking certain very important
actions, however, the personal representative will be required lo give
notice to interested persons unless
they have waived notice or consented to the ~ action.)
The Independent administration
aulhorify wil l be granted unless an
interested person files an objection

kl the petition and shows good
cause why the court shou!d not
grant lhe aulhorify.
The hearing on the petition 'A'il be
held in this course as follows: Dec.
13, 2001- nme: 9:00 a.m.. DepJ:
10, Superior Court of Galifomla,
County of River.Ide 4050 Main st.
Riverside, CA 92501
:
ff you object to the granting of the
petition, you should appear al II',
hearing and state your objectionB
or file written objections wit,~
court before 'the hearing. Yo;;,
appearance may be in person ar
by your attorney. tt you are
itor or contingent aedilor of the
deceden\ you must file your ci..j,
with the court and mail a copy 1o
Iha personal represen~
appdnted by the court within ~
monlhs from the date of the ,lrtt
issueoce of letters as pro~ ~
Probate Code section 910(►. lJ,,,
time for Hing ciaims will not ~
before four monlhs from the
ing date noticed above. YO<! mit
examine the file kept by lhe court.
ff you are a person interested Iii
estate. you may ftte l>ith the OOlllt a
Request for Special Notice (form
DE-154) of the filing of an i ~
ry and appraisal of estate assets or
of any petition or account as provided in Probate Code section
1250. ARequest for Special form is
available from the court clerk
Attorney for P9titioner: HARRY J.
HISTEN, SBN 71228, 1485 Spruce
Street, Suite E Riversid81 CA
92507.
p. 11/1, 11/8, 11/15, 11/22
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Be an active participant In your communHy.
The City's Boards and Commissions are
accepting applications for the
fo,lowlng voluntary positions:
-,•

WARD2

WARD7

Board of Public Utilities

Planning Commission

WARD4
Board of Library Trustees

CITYWIDE
Airport Commission

WARDS

Commission on Disabilities

Community Police
Review Commission

Human Relations Board

Commission on Disabilities

WARD6

,."

Metropolitan Museum Board
Parks and Recreation Commission

Metropolitan Museum Board

COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE
STATE OF CALIFORNIA

-·

In accordance with the provisions of Sections 2608 through 2610, Revenue and Taxa

Code, State ~California, notice is hereby given to the taxpayers of the Co.inty of Riverside,
State of California, that al real and personal property taxes for the 2007-2008 fiscal year WW
be payable on and subsequent to November 1, 2007.
The Treasurer-Tax CoNector will be ~ling out tax bills on 877,424 parcels total·
$2,964,341,768.36. Tax bills should be in the hands of the taxpayer after October 1, 2
and not later than November 1, 2007, with the exception of those,taxpayers whose curr
address is not on record with the County Assessor's office. If you own property in Riv
COunty and do not receive a tax bill, please contact the Tax Collector's office lmmedlat
either by telephone, lett~r. Internet web site, or in person.

....

Secured taxes are payable in two installments. The first installment of the 2007-2
sewred tax bil is due November 1, 2007 and is delinquent at 5:00 p.m. on December
10, 200r and thereafter a 10% penalty will be added. The second Installment is du.
February 1, 2008 and la delinquent at 5:00 p.m. on April 10, 2008* and thereafter a 10%
penalty plus $20.00 cost will be added. Both Installments may be paid when the first Install•
ment Is due, The second Installment cannot be paid separately until the first Installment ii
paid.
Payments by Check may be made in the off1ee of the Treasurer-Tax Collector at the follo\¥-

ing locatlonS:

Cou1ty AdrnirisntiYe Cerw
4(m Lemon Snel, 1st Floor

Riwlrlide, CA 92501

Parn Spmgs Sateh Offiee
997 E. Tahqulz Canyon W~ Sle A
Palm Spmgs, CA 92262

Temecula Salelit& Office
40935 Cou1ty Cenler Or. Ste C
T81'118QAa, CA 92591

Or mailed to:
Treasurer-Tax Collector
P.O, Box 12005
Riverside, CA92502-2205
Normal office hours are 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m., Monday through Friday, except certain .

when state law sets 5:00 p.m. deadfines. The Treasurer-Tax Collector's office is closed
weekends and legal holidays.

.

·
• ••

After November 1, 2007 taxpayers may make Inquiries and payment by using ooe of the · .

--=

.

2417 PAYMENT OPTIONS
Our automated telephone and internet systems ate available 24 hours a day / 7 days
week at
:-

a.

(951) 955-3900
From 951 and 760 area codes only, 8TT-RIVCOTX (1·877-748-2689)

·"

WEBSITE
www.riversidetaxinfo.com
WESTERN UNION

1·8oo-3Z5-6000

••.

Visit any Western Union Agent location and fiU out lhe blue Quick Collect Send Form •
make a cash payment. Make sure to include the following information:
:•
Pay to:
Riverside Cty Tax Current
"'
Code City:
RIVCOTAX

State:

CA

Account Number Field: Include assessment number

Under CaNfornia law, it Is the responsibility of each property owner to obtain current year ,
the tax payment on or before December 10 and April 10. Under State law.
penalties cannot be exeused due to failure to receive a bill.
~
b■s and to make

" If December 10th or April 10th faNs on a Saturday, Sunday or a legal holiday; a delinq~
cy penalty will not be charged if payment in full ls received by 5 PM or the Close of business
which ever Is later, on the next business day.
:

.a..":~. ?.~.~-~~-~-~.':».:1:'1:~.r,C,i,~!~..'. .!.~~~ ":~

@

, •

Allyson Aquino Stifter
29139 Ofbhore Ct
Romolffll, CA 92585

ING BIOS STREET IMPROVE•
MENT PROJECT · LEUND
NORTON WAY AND RIALTO
AVENUE EDA GRANT

. :.•. :.Busi='..:.ne::.":;_-========~

I

Romoland, CA 92585

INLAND VALLEY DEVELOP·
11£NT AGENCY NOTICE INVIT.

Oecamber 11, 2007 1ime,-:_8_
:3_0__0ffi_..:,ce..:.of:...:..the.:....::Cou=nty"--"C'-'lerk'-.'-A'-'-new'---'-this.:....::sta::.t::.e..:.of..:.a..:.R..:.ictitlo'u::.'::.
a.m. Dept.: HMT Superior
Court of California, County
of Riverside, 880 N. State
Street, Hemet, · California
92543 Probate. If you
object to lhe granting of the
petition, you should appear
[A11 authentic Old West treasure in historic Telluride Colorado]
........................................ ,.,, ....................................
at lhe hearing and slate
•• 396:1: picturesque acres at the foo t of Mt. Sn effels • H ome a nd
your o~ections or file writ9 restored cen tury-old log b u ildings • Site o f Marlbor o a ds , ·
len objections wilh lhe
court before the hearing.
Bu_d"'.~_i_s.~~:W.:i.':11: wild l ife
Your appearance may be
[Thursday, October 11 at 11:00 AM (MT)]
in person or by your attor·
ney. ff you are a aeditor or
a contingent credlor of the
deceased, you must file
your claim with the court

l,idore Alayon Gregcfio

29042 Lighthouse Ct

The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
Desert Breeze Senior Living
9760 Brool<line Ave ,
Desert Hot Springs, CA 92240

Lisa Marie Martinez
9760 Broo~ine Ave
Desert Hot Springs, CA 92240

Statement must be filed before that
time. The filing of this statement
does not Itself autrorize the use i1
this state of a Fictitious Business
Name i1 violation of the rights oft
another under federal, stale or
a,mmon law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Larry W. Wart!, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2007-14177
p. 11/1, 11/8, 11115, 11/22

The following person(sf is !are)
doing business as:
Conspicuous Creative Group
29139 Offshore Ct.
Romoland, CA 92585

Paul McDonnell
TrNsurer and Tax Collector
10/11/07 & 10/18/07

p, 10/11, 1
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·:~AIDS Walk/Los Angeles Raises 3.9 Million

Photo by Lea M. Cash
's an Gabriel High School National Honor Society a part of the many high
.sc.hool students who volunteered for AIDS WALK

steadily climbing, and the staggering
amount of people a~ected with
HIV/AIDS is incomprehensible. _This
,»°fLea Michelle Cash
year more than any other year in the history of AIDS WALK/LOS ANGELES,
· .,"According to the 2007 Terrence
people came from all over Southern
Higgins Trust Report by the close of California to show their support in rais2005, there were an estimated 40.3 mil- ing money to fight against AIDS! The
lion people living with HIV/AIDS .
event was truly the vision ofDr. Martin
world wide. According to the 2006 Luther King's dream when Jews and
Henry J. Kaiser Family Foundation
Gentiles, white, black, yellow and even
report, at the end of 2004, an estimated green joined hands together to fight a
I, 039 ,000 to 1,185,000 persons in the
good fight towards the betterment of
United States were living with civil rights. In this case the modem day
HIV/AIDS, with 24% to 27% undiag- dream applied to putting out a terrible
nosed and unaware of their HIV infeckiller to all of humanity known as
tion. The report further states· that .
AIDS.
approximately 17,0II people died due
It was a beautiful thing to see espeto AIDS in 2005 alone and there have
cially regarding all the young people
been over 55,00 AIDS related deaths
involved. That is why on Sunday,
since I98 l. According to the 2006
October 21, 2007 the Los Angles AID
California Department of Health
Walk raised 3.9 million dollars. Never
Services, California ranks second in th
before in the 23-year-history of this
country exceeded only by New York in Walk has such a staggering amount of
the total number of AIDS cases since money been raised.
1980.
Participants, who take part in the
The above reports were written one
challenge of raising funds for the AIDS
and two years ago. Now with the year Walk, ask friends, family members, co2007 about to close, the numbers are
'l:he Black Voice News

·

LOS ANGELES

Photo by Lea M. Cash

'

Jenifer Lewis with many of the celebrities at AIDS Walk

workers and neighbors to sponsor them
for the 10 kilometers (6.2 miles) they
walk. The Walk begins and ends at San
Vicente Boulevard, between Melrose
Avenue and Santa Monica Boulevard,
in'West Hollywood.
At this year's event there were many
celebrities that participated in the fund
raising endeavor. They were celebrity
hosts: Michelle Bonilla (ER), Andrea

Bowen (Desperate Housewives), Kelly
Carlson (NIPffuck), Michelle Clunis &
Thea Gill (Queer as Folk, Dante Cove),
Wilson Cruz & Darryl Stephens
(Noah's Arc), Faith Ford (Carpoolers),.
Scott Grimes (ER), TR Knight & Sara
Ramirez (Grey's Anatomy), Holly
Madison (Girls Next Door), Kimberly
McCullough & Jason Thompson
(General Hospital), Aria Ortiz (Ugly
Betty), Jai Rodriguez (Queer Eye),
Jenifer Lewis (Sister Act, Who's Your
Caddy) and Anika Noni Rose .
(Dreamgirls) performed. Jenifer sang,
"I Know Where I've Been" -from the

ONTHE
MOVE

movie "Hairspray"
Oscar winner (93,7:72),•anct· Mac Cosmetics (87,73.7).
Shirley Jones introduced Anika Noni DreamWorks (81,420) Toyota Motor '
Rose. When Anika finished singing her Sales ' (72,550) and Crossroads Teen
heart felt version of "You'll Never Walk AIDS ·Ambassadors (55, 471) just to
Alone" she got emotional and let the n~me a few. There are 22 organizations
tears just fall. She belted out. the
- song · that directly benefit •from the AIDS
with all her heart and the cheers and WALK/Los Angeles which includes the
tears just kept on corning from the Minority AIDS Project, which is the
crowd of walkers and the many celebri- first community-based HIV/AIDS
ty guests sitting on stage with her.
organization established and managed
This year there were 3,500 volun- by people of color in the United States
teers that contributed more than 50,000 offering HIV/AIDS related health servhours to AIDS WALK/ Los Angeles. ices and education to the African
The leading fundraisers for last year's American and Latino communities.
event were Hilton Family of Hotels

TI R E D O F P AYI NG RE NT WI T H
NO T AX W RIT E-O FFS?
Do You K no'IIV•••
•
There is a State Bond Program to
assist you w ith 1 00% Fi n a n cing?
•
Plus 3% Down Payment Assistance.
•
Low FICA Is okay.
•
Fi..-st Time Buye..-s.
•
No Reserves are Requi..-ed,
•
Cannot have owned Property In the

last 3 years.

Check out The Black
Voice Ne~s media player
on blackvoicenews .com

Adapted for the srage from Richard Wright's
autobiography, this poignant, coming-ofage story
traces the many boyhood atn1ggles ofone of the most
importalll African-American writers of the zdh
Century. Richard Wright shares with the audience his
journey of growing up poor, being abandoned by his
father, and facing Jim Crow prejudice, social
inj1.1tice, and life-threatening raciim. Through his
love for reading and writing, Wright ultimately finds the courage and
power 10 rise above challenges andfind his own \/Oice.
This American Place Thea1re literature to life® presenlaffon of
Block loy Is made by special arrangement with UC Riverside
For booking Inquiries about this or any other American Place Theatre Literature to Life Arts Education program, please contact Gwen Brownson, Director of
Education Programs at The American Place Theatre, PHONE(212) 594-4482, FAX: (212) 594-4208, E-mail at edu@americanplacetheatre.org. Visit us online at
www.americanplacetheatre.org
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Children read books and earn free tickets to SEUSSICALtn1;
..

'

The Black Voice News
RIVERSIDE

Brandon Hardy of Riverside reads up at Riverside Public
Library to get ready for Performance Riverside's productions
of SEUSSICAL.

Perfonnance Riverside and Riverside Public
Library are teaming up to double the fun of any
'child who loves reading. With Performance
Riverside's production of Seussicai'", the musical
based on the well loved books of Dr. Seuss, running at Riverside City College Campus' Landis
Performing Arts Center November 9th through
18th, two of the cultural mainstays of the burgeoning Riverside Arts Scene have worked
together to create an innovative approach to promote literacy and the performing arts.
Children may pick up a "Dr. Seuss Reading
Card" at any Riverside Public Library branch.
Children who check out and read any eight books
by Dr. Seuss may validate these cards with the
library staff. Children who bring the signed and
stamped cards to the Landis Performing Arts
Center Box Office on the Riverside City College
Campus are eligible to r~eive one free child's
-ticket for a 2 pm perfonnance of SeussicaJim on

either November 10th or 17th. Up to four qualifying
children may attend per paid adult admission.
Based on the books of beloved children's author
Dr. Seuss, SeussicaJ1m is a montage of Seuss' most
whimsical and wonderful characters, brought to the
stage by Lynn Ahrens and Stephen Flaherty, the
award-winning creators of Broadway hits Ragtime,
Once on this Island, and My Favorite Year. The Cat in
the Hat, an outside observer, acts as the narrator who
leaps into the action to creat~ fun, as heroic Horton
the Elephant endeavors to protect the people of Whoville, who live on a tiny speck of dust. Characters and
settings from seventeen Seuss masterpieces are
woven into the action, including Green Eggs and
Ham, Yertle the Turtle; The Lorax, Horton Hatches
the Egg, The Sneetches, and How the Grinch Stole
Christmas.

Providing comprehensive dentistry for the entire family.
Experience the Difference at
Treehouse Dental Group
SATURDAY APPOINTMENTS
A VAILABLE
Dr. Robert Manuel-Gray
Dr. Barbara Gray

Cosmetic Dentistry
Tooth colored fillings
Crowns
Emergency care
Tooth Whitening
Veneers
Bridges
Preventive care

ooms

for

s4g_oo

•
•
•
•
•
•

Deodorize
Flood Control
Sanitization
Window Cleaning
Grout Lines
Walls
You n ame It we d o It...

on •~ht unieen. ~•r
~~~1=~n1~s ~.?~~
pet stains on carpet.

909.648.6049

4LifeEnterpriscs.com, LLC
Presents ·

Directory & Resource ' :

Looking for something Tasty
and Good? Try Luther
Gourmet Bean Pie.
Baked fresh in an 8-inch deep
dish pie pan, with choice ingredients. Delivered to your door
within 24 to 48 hours, for only
$1200 per pie; and for_2 or more
pies $1000 each. Shlpping & handling included on all orders.
Call Luther

Guide .

"Bringing Communities Together Through Business Connections":iebbdrg.com
•

DON GRIGGS ·

FINEMEN'S

ms

WE IVl-lall_h
BUY HOUSES
____ _
L_. . . . &

Don Griggs

Direct 951-288-4230
Inland Empire

A p - r •... - - • u- ■ ••

ANY CONDITIONI

CAS

IN 2 4 HRS

CALL TODAY
SELL TONIORRC>W!

'llIE~HIRTTALE

A,void The Commission Has sle
We Pay All Closing Costsl
Avoid Lengthy Delays
We Solve Problems!

The Finest in Custom Shirts
By Appointment: Our Showroom or Your Office

(in the Rialto Professional Arts Building)

' . oifCa,tII/,Jornia,• Ill/~,trstit
·~
VnttJernty

~ · ,tfo4ns1 flogrami

-.

treehousedental.com

*---

8
~~~
.

Co-

~

INHSIE

~ IIHBORHOOO

HOUSING SERVICES

,pouo,

. NHSJE is a 11011-prolit community organization that believes in safeguarding hom.owners!iip and has
served the lnlcim/ Empire for 25 years.

II llE INLAII 1•1tE. IIC
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!Ms. ~ Cu~epper-4ac{ 1o jac{!fent
Snow 'Winner
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- £e8entfary )rtist *
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951--571 .. 3258

P.O. Box 2122
Perris, CA 92572-2122

.1725 N. Riverside Avenue • Rialto • California

909.874.0400

.

Inland Empire Black Busines,s_

(951) 6~7-9524

• B~sed

!Ear ( 13 'U, rn~ettd

Riverside Public Library serves a fast growing
community of approximately 300,000 covering 85
square miles. With a collection of approximately
600,000 books and other library materials, as well 'as
125 public access computers and an annual circulaJ
tion of 1.2 million, RPL is a major provider of information services and cultural programs in California's
Inland Empire.
·
"What could be more fun than Dr. Seuss charact~rs
corning to life?" says Sue Struthers, Youth ~ervice
Librarian for Riverside Public Library. "RPL i
thrilled to help families share the magic of Dr. Seuss
on paper and on stage."
For more infonnation contact the Riverside Publi~
Library at (951) 826-5369, or the Landis Performing
Arts Center Box Office at (951) 222-8100.
'

COMMUNITY
OUTPOST

Treehouse Dental Group

J.D. Janitorial
Services
2

As Rey O'Day, Performance Riverside's Producing
Artistic Director, observes , "Young people's lives are
enriched by reading and attending live theatre. Dr.
Seuss has authored many favorite stories with characters such as Horton, Cat. in the Hat, Gertrude Mc
Fuzz, the Grinch , and countless others that lend themselves perfectly to a musical production."
Perfonnance Riverside is a professional theatrical
production company ·operating in the Landis
Perfonning Arts Center under the authority of the
Riverside Community College District, providing
top-quality performing arts for the people of
Ri verside, California, and its environs. Whi le concentrating on the American tnusical , Performance
Riverside seeks to engage, inspire, educate, entertain,
bring together, and enlighten this diverse community
with the magic of live performance.

REGISTRATIONSLIP

·································· .. ······...·......................................................................
-NEIGHBORHOOD _ _ __
HOUSING SERVICES

Name

A
A
Ne1ghborWorks~-

Address

_

DEvery Home Counts Community

OFTHE INLAND EIPIRE, INC

CHA RTERED MEMBER
1390 N. DSTREET
SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92.405
PHONE: 909-88.4-6891 Ext. 231
FAX: 909-88.4-6893
E-MAIL: informotion@nhsie.org

Sign up for:

Workshop • Includes:

5ii Foredosure Information&
Mortgage Delinquency Seminar

City

State

Zip Code

6l'J Complimentary Breakfast

Phone
REGISTRATION ISREQUIRED. SEATINGJS LIMITED.
To reserve a seat, please call 909-884-6891 Ext. 231 , OR fax a completed Registration Slip
to NHSIEat 909-884-6893, OR submit a copy of this slip via mail or in person to 1390 N. D
Street, San Bernardino, CA 92410.
•/

.
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Honoring Veterans Of Second.Baptist With A Luncheon
The Black Voice News

RIVERSIDE

· .The annual Veteran Luncheon

w'ill be held, Saturday, November

lO, 2007 at Second Baptist
Church, Riverside, California at
Continued from Page B-8 ·

.Woman. These women have set
tt,e example of living a life of
vjrtue. Lynda Beckley, First Lady
of Ecclesia Christian Fellowship in
San Bernardino, LaVette Gibson,
First Lady of Life COGIC in
Rjverside and Cheryl Brown of San
Bernardino, owner of The Black
Voice News will be honored with
the 2007 Virtuous Woman of the
Year Award.
· -The conference theme this year is
"Naked and Not Ashamed" taken
'.from Genesis 2:25.
1 The PPW Conference is designed
'.1~·empower wives to gain spiritual
ins.ight using prayer and God's
)Word as a foundation to help build
istrong marriages.
The keynote speaker for this year

11:30 a.m. The purpose of the
luncheon is to honor all veterans
who are members of Second
Baptis . The guest speakers will
be a eteran from each branch of
the Aimed Services. The topic
will be "experiences obtained

while serving and how those experiences helped to shape their
lives." Pastor T. Ellsworth Gantt,
II invites all veterans of Second
Baptist and their families to participate. Gifts expressing the appreciation that Second Baptist has for

these men and women will be presented to each veteran·. For more
information you may contact the
Church Office at (951) 684-7532
or you may visit our website:
http://secondbaptistriverside.org.

will be the anointed woman of God,
Marie "Mom" Brewington of
Loveland
Church.
Workshop facilitators include:
Reverend Carolyn Alexander, ''I'll
Forgive, But I Won't Forget";
Pastor LaQuetta Simmons: "Naked
and Not Ashamed:Communication
IOI"; Dr. Leita Harris , "Mind,
Body and Spirit: How to Balance
Your Life", Panel of Seasoned

Wives: "Been There, Done That"
and a Panel of Seasoned Husbands:
"For Better, For Worse ... ".
The Powerfu l, Praying, Wives
Conference will be held on
Saturday, November 17, 2007 at
The Riverside Convention Center
in
Riverside,
California.
Registration will open at 8:30 am
and conclude with the Awards
Luncheon at 12 noon. Conference

Registration Cost is $45 .00 before
November I , $50.00 after
November 2 and $60 at the door.'Registration includes continental
breakfast, lunch and all conference
materials.
For more information contact
Min. Jenise Bush at (909) 289-4019
or powerfulwife@msn.com.

Morning Worslllp • '11 :cx,;AM
Sunday Evening • 6:00 PM
Tl)ursday
Prayer + Bible Study • 6:00 PM
Mid Week Worship • 7:00 PM
Friday
Noon Day Prayer• 12:00 NOON

16th Street SDA Concert Set for Nov. 3rd

Superintendent Lawrence C.
& Olivia Ash

,ypeggio, a women's '-horale, based in the Inland Empire is having their 25th Anniversary celebration ·
on November 3, 2007, 6 p.m. at the 16th Street SDA Church. Arpeggio is composed of women from various churches and denominations who share a love of music and singing to and for the glory of God. This
year's concert· is also a Reunion. Members will be returning from North Carolina to Oregon and several states in between. Special guests from previous concerts will be joining them. Spirit Chorale of Los
Angeles, Veronica (Howell), and Jerold Abell, Barron Peeler, Wayne Shepperd and others. It's a concert
you won't want to miss because it is also their Farewell, after 25 years. The concert is Free. Further information contact the church office at (909) 888-0084.

951.686.1757
LIG HT OF THE WORLD COGIC - 5595 MOLINA WAY - RIVERSIDE, CA 92509
P.O. BOX 3416 - RIVERSIDE, CA 92509-3416
.

s
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St. Paul AME Church of San Bernardino
v\ill host a Thanl,;,s~iving h~eding for the
community on November 22. 2007
het,veen 10:00a.m . - 2:00p.m . al 20.50 N.
Mt. Vernon Ave. This is the old Carpenters
Hall hut is now the St. Paul AME Inghram
Community Center. Contact Katherine
Doss at lJOlJ 887-1718 if you have questions. Rev . Larry Campbell is the pastor.

Get your church news published in The
Black Voice News Submit church briefs
to
leeragin@blackvoicenews.com SUBJECT:

~k

We ;n,;,e you to

- :E

Worship with us on...

Sunday Mornings/
Soodays, beginning March 11, 2007
8:00.m-9:4511m
•~u wW oner be
thesa.meln
Jesus name"

,._,,,

At th<

Rock of Faith Fou.rsquare Church
Located at 325 W. B Strt.-ct
Ontario, CA 91762

Apo,tle Chrl,, & Pn,pll<lw a..i. Will~

Wnl'$hip Suvlu Sunday 9:J0 a,,,._ • 11 noo•
Centrlll Pork (Crojlm Den)
11100 Base/int Kd.
Kantho Cuco,nonga, CA
(NW Corner ofMi/like• and Base/lM)

(See Revr-nt. for Dlttl'1fons)

BilwStudy
W..,,,,,.,, S:JS,,.,,,. - Id/ flJ&
C-.,,Ptri~"Dno}

~)48}.J&J6

Temple Missionary Baptist Church Jubilee House of Praise for ALL Nations

Good News
Community Church

1583 W. Union Street
San Bernardino, CA 92411

1265 S. Fillmore Ave .. Rialto CA 92376
(95 I) 662-3383
E-Mail: Hjubilee@aol.com
Senior Pastor & Visionary Prophetess R.R. Lindsay, D.D.

Full Gospel Baptist Fellowship

(909) 888-2038
I

178 Iowa Ave.
Riverside , CA 92507
951 .683.2916
Weekly Services

Suodty Worship Service, 7:10,9:10& 11:lOA.M.
Communion First Sunday after each serYict

Daily lnten=ory Prayer ·

Suodty School !:AM.. 9:~5 AM and 11 OOAM.
B1p<ism 2nd & 4th Suodty 9:10 AM.
3rd & 5th Sunday 11:lO A.M.

Sunday lo1m:essory Prayer
Sunday Impact lnsliMe & Ladership OC\Clopmenl
Sunday Viaoricus Celebratioo & Worship

ORDER OF SERVICES

Morning Worship
11:30 am
Bible Study (Tues.)
7:00 pm
Choir Rehearsal (Thurs.) 7:00 pm

Church Brief

D ate !

th e

Pastor & Mrs.
Levonzo Gray, Sr.

New Member Orientation Wednesday Niglt< 61JOP.M.
Mid-Weck Worship Service W<dncsday Night 7:00PM.
. Right Hand or Fellow,hip Wednesday Night 7:00PSI.

Paslor Raymond and
Cheryl Turner

WEEKLY SERVICES
5:00 AM
9:00 AM
9:30AM
10:10AM
7:00 PM
3rd Saturdays

Wednesday Prayer & Bible S<udy
Prayet Fcllowshiip & Potluck

t

RIALTO CHRISTIAN CENTER
W,orshipping in Spirit & in Truth" John 4:24

I

~4 W. Merrill Ave. Rialto CA 92376

- Radio Broadcast KPRO 1570 AM - Sat.
•
12:00 pm

Z,~,ta, ~
Sunday School 10am
Sunday AM Service llam-l:30pm
Sunday PM Service 6pm
Wednesday Bible Study 7pm

6S3-863 l Office • 6S3-8634 Pastor
653-8680 FAX

Pastor Darryl J .

Udell Sr.
Co-Pastor Rita Udell

23932 Alessandro Blvd. • MORENO VALLEY
Comer Heacock & Alessandro Right Behind Taco Bell

T CALVARY MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
-

Riverside, CA.
(951) 688-7872
Rev. M. W. Riley, Pastor
Eguipping Disciples for Kingdom Building
Weekly schedvte of events
Sunday
9:30
Hou r of Power
11 :00 Worship Hour
-Noon day Prayer
Wednesday
Friday
7:30
Bible Study/Prayer
7:30
Youth Night

Randy D. Triplett
Pastor & Founder
District El.der

-i,~7~o1,

••P.o. Box 1615 Rialto CA 92377
••
Udellsr@aol.com
www.RCCSpiritandTruth.org

(909) 873-5380
er of Services
• day School
9:00 am
orship-Service
10:30 am
• ifacle Monday Prayer
10:00 am
;iesday Bible Study
6:30 pm
ednesday Prayer
6:30 pm

Antioch Missionary Baptist Church
7547 Emerald Street

Tbe Cborcb HELL Didr)'t Waot To See Happeol

The Ultimate in Gospel Music

We Don't Do Church
We Do Ministry

"YOU ARE WORTHY, 0 LORD, TO RECEIVE
GLORYAND HONOR AND POWER, FOR YOU
CREATED ALL THINGS, AND BY YOUR WILL
THEY EXIST AND WERE
CREATED."
REV.4, 11

preseflls

I~IPrn.<!:D 11.~~CID .&.00
Highway to Heaven Broadcast
with
Rev. LeRoi Lacey,· Monday -- Friday at 5:30 PM

5476·34th Street, Riverside, Ca 92509
Pastor Henry L. Combs Jr.
(951) 781 -0443
Administrative Office
(951) 684-6480

Services

S unday School . ... . ... ... . . ...... . ..9:30 am
S unday Worship . . ................. 11 :00 am
Tuesday Bible Study . . . . ... . ... . . . .. .7:00 pm
Brotherhood (1st Sarurdays) . . .. , ......8:30 am
Youth Night (4th Friday ) ..... . .. ... ..6:00 pm

Sunday

8:00am

Hour of Power

Sunday

10:30am

Worship/Celebration

· Tuesday

7:00pm

Bible Study

Phillip & Denise Powell

Bible Study

Senior Pastor & First Lady

Thursday 11:00am

1672 P a lm Ave., Highl an d , CA 92346

.

909.425.2615

., , Pastor Henry Combs Jr. and wife Cassandra

rr. I

If

111

',r

Holy Hip-Hop - Sat. 1 AM-3 AM
Gospel G rooves - Sun. 4 AM-5 AM
Inspiration across America Gospel Music
Countdown
Saturday, 11 PM O 12 Midnight Sunday, 12 Midnight - 1 AM
e-mail: kproval@AOL.com
Leroilacey@AOL.com

(909) 688-1570
I

•·

:yalley Fellowship Seventh Day Adventist ·Church

n

275 East Grove Street
Rialto, CA 92376
(909) 874-5851 - Church
(909) 874-5152 - Fax
Weekly Service
SATURDAY
Fellowship, Prayer & Bible Study
Praise Serviq, & Divine Worship
Youth Service
WEDNESDAY
Feeding Program
Bible Study & Prayer

·.

9:30 am
11 :00 am
5:00 pm
5:00 pm
7:00 pm

aal

15854 Sierra Lakes Pkwy
Fontana. CA 92336
: P.O. Box 1119
Fontana. CA 92334

Rev'. Robert
Edwards

n•

How to Becolllff ~illiooaire Thu 6:30 pm
·God's Pu
Your Life Tues 6:30 pm
Youth
I Training SaJ 9:30 am
Praise &
·ces
SatJJ:OOam

11'11w'J'ldnbowe••allltJ.org

SHEPHERD'S

Sunday
.1:00 pm
for
Advertisement call
Dr. Dorothy Shepherd
(909) 597-7134.

Asp\e Bible Church

16262 Baseline Avenue

Fontana, CA 92335 • 909/350-940 I

"m!llngJ'qr mep'..u ,nJwDilii. •·PM. 3:IZ,14

"A church where everybo,dy is some'
body"

Sundays-10:0Qa.m.

· SUNDAY SERVICES
8:00 a.m .

10:00 a.m.
11:00 a:m .
11 :00 a.m .

BIBLE STUDY
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.

~~no VaUey Mission CME
<i!~ght Light Full Gospel COGIC
l!i@land Unily Church Minislries
~ Ave. SDA Church
.Moriah Baptist
'Pai~ Avenue Baptist Church
e.l..iving Word Baptist Church
~ Visions Chrislian
~munity Church

10800 Hole Ave., Ste #3&4
5339'Mission Blvd.
2902 Rubidoux Blvd., Suite C
4491Kansas Avenue
18991Mariposa St.
19I0 Martin Lulher King Blvd.
9191Colorado Ave.

Moreno VaUey, CA 925
Riverside, CA92509
Riverside, CA92509
Riverside, CA 92507
Riverside, CA92508
Riverside, CA 92507
Riverside, CA

(951) 812-3509
(951) 782-9904
(951)222-2115
(951) 682-9810
(951) 780-2240 ·
(951) 684-8782
(951) 788-9218

I 61Mariposa Ave.

Riverside, CA 92508

(951) 687-7454
\t

HOLY LAND COGIC
. 1024 N. "G" Street • San Bernardino, CA 92410
(909) 381-2662
Schedule of Worship Service

Sunday School
Sunday Morning Worship
Sunday Night Service

9:30AM
11 :OOAM

7:00PM

Tuesday Night Pastoral Teaching
Bible Study
8:00PM
Thursday Women's Evag. Service
Prayer
7:30PM

Pastor Lenton H.

Lenoir

BETHEL AME CHURCH

Bethel AME Church

Morning Service
Adult Sunday School
Children's Church
Sunday Service

Gospel Time

Rev. John Cager

Rev. John Seniguar
Elder.Dewayne Buller
Rev. C.E. Knoll, Sr.
Jesse Wilson, Pastor
Rev. Willie Chamber.;, Jr.
Rev. L.E. CampbeU, Pastor
Pastor F.D. Bullock
ti

Poslor Ed 8.
Lady Nooml DIiion

24470 Sophie Street
Perris, CA
951-657-5705
S unday Church School

9:00 AM

Worship Site- Mountoin Vill.N( Elementary
2825 Walnut SI., Ontario, CA 9176T
!Off 60 f.Ny ol Nchlbald Ave. Sovlh lo
Walnut Sf. t!J"n left 1osl1eonxift.)

Sunday Worship Service

10:30 AM

Wednesday Bible Study

7:00 PM

For Info call (909} 786-8737 or
Visij u, at: www.aspirebiblechurch.com

Thursday Bible Study

New Vision Christian Methodist
Episcopal Church
Rainbow Community Praise Center
Tree of Life Tabernacle ~OGlC
New Hope MBCBaptist, SB
, Community Missionary Baptist
First Baptist Church of Perris
Full Gospel Church of Love

8368 Beech Ave.
15854 Caner Street
214N.Palm Ave. Rm. IOI
1575 Wesl 17th Street
939 Clay Streel
3II E. Fifth Street
24050 Theda

Fontana, CA 92336
Fontana, CA 92336
Rialto, CA 92376
San Bernardino, 92410
Redlands, CA92373
Perris, CA 92570
Perris, CA 92570

10:00AM

(909) 823-0424
(909) 355-RCPC
(909) 874-5469
(909) 887-2526
(909) 793-2380
(9@) 657-3767
(909) 928-7720

Rev. A. Charles
Langston

Rev. J. Dwighl Jackson
Dr. D.C. Nosakhere Thomas
Rev. Derrick E. Callicutt
Robert L. Fairley, Sr.
Rev. H. Hubbard
Rev. Connor Robinson, Jr.
Paslor/Phortias Laura Bell

.,
Building Better Communities
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:Powerful,
Praying, Wives Conference & Virtuous Woman Awards Set Nov. 17~
.
.

LaVette Gibson

divorced? Do you want to know
how to get along better with your
husband? Does your marriage
seem to lack passion or are you
simply staying for the "sake of the
children"?
If
any of the statements apply to
your marriage or
anyone
you
know, you want
to attend the
f007 Powerful,
Praying, Wives
Conference.
This conference
is for married,

Cheryl Brown

The Black Vgice News

· Are you happily ~ed or are
you thinking about getting

SAN BERNARDINO

engaged, separated and widowed
women who desire to feel ful filled in their relationship.
Every year Powerful, Praying,
Wives Inc honors three outstand-

ing women in the community who
have exemplified wh_at it meaQs to

be a Proverbs 31 Virtuo'
Continued on Page B-7

~

..
~

Sugar Hill School
24455 Old Country Rd.
Moreno Valley, CA

Sundays 10:30 a.m.
Bishop John W. Thomas &
Pastor Erzel Thomas
N1

680•2044

Second Baptist Church
2911 Ninth St., Riverside, CA 92507
P.O. Box 303, Riverside, CA 92502

Office: (951) 684-7532 • FAX: (951) 684-1564
www.secondbaptistriverside.org
E-MAIL: SecBaptist@Earthlink.net

. . -,, .~,.·eA ;I,

Sunday Services

C./Mntlng 20 Ye.an In Mln/1try

Early Morning Worship
Sunday School
Mid-Morning Worship
Nursery Open

L ving In u lness Everyd
·r:.l J.
t •

, ... I

1

"' . ~ .

fl !.:,

E't'J,. .~

7:30 am
9:00 am
10:15 am
10:15 am

Wednesday Services

::u;,u. ~1

Prayer Services
7:00 pm
Bible Study
7:45 pm
"Second in Name, First in Love"

CATION

'ACHOUT

REACH UP- REACH IN-

Reach Up to God, Reac~ In to Grow, Reach Out and Go
CROSS WORD CHRISTIAN CHURCH™

has added a 3rd Service!

A Church Built on Sound Preaching and Teaching

951-697-8803
5UNOA

•

IC

8:00, 9:30 and 11:30 a.m.
Discovery Classes @ 9:30 a.m.
Children's Church @ 9:30 a.m. & 11 :30 o.m.
Child Cart! available ar all services
ASL ill/~rpretation at 9:30 & II :30 Worship
Services
WEOI I - OAY Sf'l'IVICf.:$

Seniors 55+ Bible Study at 12 noon
Youth Minist,y at 7:30 p.m.
Adult Bible Study at 7:30 p.m.
COUPLES Ml ~t TRY

1st Saturday each month ot 9:00 a.m.

visit our Website at
www.crosswordchurch.org

Wo,.hlp Service

8:00 am & 11:90 am
Blble Study (Wedn-day)
12:00 noon & 7;po pm

C OSS WORO CHRISTIAN CHURCH"
is a multi-ethnic. muti-generutional biblically-based
church tb.ac is personal. practical and committed to

leaching and p,eachig for life change.

Senior Pastor/reacher
Lacy Sykes, Jr. and
Minister Karen Sykes

WOl'l!IHIP LOCATION

14950 Riverside Drive, Riverside, CA 92518
(al

Children'• Chu~h
11 :00 am (3rd & 4th Sunday)

Rfrtrsl" & MrJ'tr Drfr~, East ofMarrh Air Ru mv /Jast )

..
:J ~l :) ~ I :3 ~

i:lf:3~
,~Y 'l
~ 'l
•) , . ;J :} '
I I. I._,
I c_,
I

t I :3

311 East Fifth Street
Penis California, 92570
(951 )657-3767
Fax (951) 940-4397
"1 Cor. 13:13 But now abidethfaith, hope, love,
these three; and the greatest of these is love."

• Worship Service• 7:15 and 10:00AM
• Sunday School • 8:45AM

• Bible Study •Wednesday• 12 Noon & 7:00PM
• Youth Bible Study• TU81day • 5:~7:00PM

1Vew Jo Ba tist Church
5694 Jurupa Ave.• Riverside, CA 92504
P.O. Box 51027 • Riverside, CA 92517

(951) 779-0088 • (951) 781-7602
Weekly Services
Sunday School
8:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:15 a.m.
First Sunday Evening Workshop
5:00 p.m.
Tuesday Prayer Meeting & Bible Study
. 7:00 p.m.
"Life Through God's Word" Radio Broadc::ast
KPRO Radio 1570 am - Sunday 7:30-8:00 p.m.

Shield of Faith Christian Center
1750 W. Holt Aw.
PolntJM,CAtflff
au2e, omc.
....,,

ShltldalFllltllMlclonw

yoc,

n,ou,,_,,,.,

..

-•

c:omt IIIOIUJp lll1lt UI. Wt
. , 1 8111ft Bend min/my Wtbflft: www.1otpomona.com

,.,,,.,.

,,,,, """""" to ""

..,...

Amtll/lt .,,,,,,,.,

....
Dip,

ChlldtM

Yodl&Yacq..,.
· IIIHl&Woan
And llllch l/lottl

BllhopHnyB.&

......,,..,.

Or.MlrtyAlaxlndtr

St. Paul African Methodist
Episcopal Church

Imani Temple Christi~n Fellowship
510 West Monlerey Ave., Pomona, CA 91768
(909) 620-9161 • FAX (909) 620-9981
email@imanitemple.net

1355 W. 2 1st Street
San Bernardino, CA 92411
(909) 887-1718

7:00 pm
7:00 pm

Prayer Meeting - Wed.

7:00 pm .

Sunda)I Morning - Throne Room Ser.-ioe . ~- .. . .••8:00 am
IPG lmanl Powe< Generalloo (Youth Churth) .... ..9:00 am
V,sioo Concepts New Membera c ..ss •....•...•.9:00 am ·
Failh and Baptism New Commi,,ity Class . • ......9:00 am
Sunday Community Wcnhip Caleb,.lion .. ,- ....10:00 am
PHAT Tueoday 1st & 3rd of each monlh
•
Women Soekiog Ch<isl (WSC) : .. .... . , . , •. _... 7:00 pm
Man4rnati0n (M4M) . .. • .. . .. . . .. • . . . ... .... 7:00 pm
Thursday
Fallh Community Blble Study .... _. . ...........7:00 pm

Solurdoy
T"l'flilalJ f'nlye< Move .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. ..7:00 om
www.imanilaff"'8.net

12 noon

!970 Umo•lte Avenue
Rlvenlde, California 92509

(951) 682-4;407

Weekly Services

S11n1/11ySchool:
10:00am
Momlng krvlcr.
11 :OOam
Blblt Sluly ~ 7:()()pm

8:30a.m.

(Adults only)
8:30 a.m.

c,mc Cnar • H:Wl« tt:'t &u,
1

10:00a.m.
(Available)
7:00 p.m.

Rev. Jelant Kafllla

wec12:utpm•s.t--

,,..tt UBOl'IJm,> : U,U,W......,e,ius.org

QuinnAM.E.
Church

(909) 887-9616 • (9Sl)675-7201
WWW t¥tiftMu:b<inflwisPMYJ « rw IOPPDi ,iy

CA

10:ooa.m.

/ll/l/1) R,00151(),W

'llyostfe 'lris 'Hai(u

._..,......,CA92A04

(951) 359-0203

Classes
Worship
Children's Church
Tues. Bible Studies
· Thurs. Bible Studies

Sunday School
8:30 am
Sunday Mom..Worship 10:00 am
Sunday Eve. Worship 6:00 pm
Thursday Bible Revival 7:00 pm

CHURCH OF AU' NATIONS (A Flw ::.;Fold=.==:.i.;Cllll=::.;n:11::;)
170011....,...._A_

: 6476 Streeter Avenue, Riverside,

Christian Life Development

Order of
.., Services

~

Wind of the Spirit Worship
Center Foursquare Church

Sunday School (all ages)

~.. cd-f-""' o,l{...,,,J-,

..._.o.1w. ,c....,c. ""'24 (,.,,Sl5-72!1l/ f•(W).U- -

SeNice Schedule
Sunday

Sunday Worship Servlcei
Contemporary Worship
7:45 am
Tradi1ional Worship
JI :00 am
Sunday School
9:45 am
Weekday Opportunities

:Women's Bible Study - Mon.
Men·, Bible Study • Moo.
Mid-week Bible Study. Wed. .

Walk With jesus Cafhedra

Pastor & Mrs.
Michael Edwards

www.newbcbc.org

&naiJ: calllWICionl fi'aot.cumorknppmlhJ4.alm

WEEKI YSEJMCES

25400 Alessandro Blvd. S~ite 6
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

Wednaclay fDxa: 5pn,Jlillluilllll.l 6 p,a

(951) 485-6993

Sunday 10:00 a.m. 11:00 a.m. 6:00 p.m.

&m Yw P,;pq"'
JCOG.Bllll..ll lN.STffl.lTE • '11111n. Ir Fri. <it 6 , Bachekn Program and Maslffl Prop'llm available
IE 5<:boPI ctlbc f'toohcl•

S.lurdoyl- Trimaw s...m beai• ., a:eo

L-.

WEEKLY SERVI CES

~

8"" Lal)- Rose Parla--5'crtilc

Rev. & Mrs.
Ronald Woods

Sunday School
9 :30 aJn.
Sunday Morning Worship l l :00 a.m.
Mid Day Bible Study, Tues. 12:30 pm
Mid Week Bible Study, Wed. 7:00 pm.

.•

